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SUMMARY: We present Data Release 2 of the Point Source Catalogue created
from a series of previously constructed radio-continuum images of M31 at λ=20 cm
(ν=1.4 GHz) from archived VLA observations. In total, we identify a collection
of 916 unique discrete radio sources across the field of M31. Comparing these
detected sources to those listed by Gelfand et al. (2004) at λ=92 cm, the spectral
index of 98 sources has been derived. The majority (73%) of these sources exhibit
a spectral index of α <–0.6, indicating that their emission is predominantly non-
thermal in nature, which is typical for background objects and Supernova Remnants
(SNRs). Additionally, we investigate the presence of radio counterparts for some 156
SNRs and SNR candidates, finding a total of only 13 of these object in our images
within a 5′′ search area. Auxiliary optical, radio and X-ray catalogs were cross
referenced highlighting a small population of SNR and SNR candidates common to
multi frequency domains.
Key words. ISM: supernova remnants, Radio continuum: galaxies, Catalogs, Tech-
niques: Image processing
1. INTRODUCTION
As a member of the Andromeda constellation,
M31 is the closest spiral galaxy to our own at a
distance of ∼ 778 Kpc (Karachentsev et al. 2004).
For this reason, it plays a significant role in galac-
tic and extragalactic studies. A number of previous
radio-continuum studies at λ=20 cm (Braun 1990a)
focused on general properties of M31, such as its
structure and magnetic fields. Also, Braun (1990b)
presented a list of 20 cm (5340 sources in the north-
east parts of M31. A number of other studies such as
Dickel et al. (1982) estimated flux densities of M31
supernova remnants (SNRs) and Hii regions. Lee et
al. (2014) identified 76 new SNRs based on Hα and
[Sii] images of M31, and further confirmed a total
of 80 SNR candidates from previous literature based
on their selection criteria.
In this paper, we release our first revision of
the data catalogue first published in Galvin et al.
(2012). The original catalogue was produced from
archive Very Large Array (VLA) data that was ac-
cessed and imaged from the National Radio Astron-
omy Observatory (NRAO) online data retrieval sys-
tem at λ=20 cm. Here, we also investigate the SNR
component of our sample of radio sources in the
M31.
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2. DATA AND IMAGE CREATION
A collection of existing, archived radio-
continuum observations at λ=20 cm with pointings
centred on M31 were obtained from the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)1 online data
retrieval system. In total, 15 VLA projects with a va-
riety of array configurations were selected for use in
this study, as summarised in Table 1 of Galvin et al.
(2012). These projects were observed between the
1st of October 1983 and 27th of September 1997 and
are comprised of 28 individual observational runs.
The miriad (Sault et al. 1995) and karma
(Gooch 1996) software packages were used for data
reduction and analysis. Initially, observations were
loaded into aips and had their source coordinates
converted from the B1950 to the J2000 reference
frame. They were then exported to fits files so that
they could be loaded into the miriad software pack-
age, which was then used to perform actual data
reduction. Typical calibration, flagging and imag-
ing procedures were then carried out (Sault et al.
1995). For more information on data analysis and
image creation, as well as the complete set of final
images used for source identification, see Galvin et
al. (2012), Galvin et al. (2014), O’Brien et al. (2013)
and Payne et al. (2004a).
3. RESULTS
Using the images produced in Galvin et al.
(2012), we re-evaluate the unique source catalogue
produced through that work. Table 1 lists all sources
and the images in which they were found. Using a
2′′ search radius, this source catalogue from Galvin
et al. (2012) was internally cross referenced to iden-
tify sources which were found in more then one im-
age. In such cases, the collection of sources was given
an unique group identification number. For each of
these groups, an average flux and associated error
was calculated based on the individual measurements
of each source in that particular group. In total, 916
unique sources were identified, and of which 109 were
found in at least two images.
In Fig. 1 we present the distribution of flux
densities of all unique point sources. For unique
sources found in more then one image (a group),
that groups average flux was used. Of the total 916
unique sources, 882 (∼96%) are with flux density
that is below 50 mJy. From Fig. 1 we estimate that
our completeness level is ∼2 mJy.
In Fig. 2 we show the distribution of the av-
erage flux errors of each group (109 in total). The
majority of source groups (70 out of 109) have errors
which are less then 30%. Of the 109 source groups,
17 have an error that is greater then 50%, possibly
indicating a population of transient sources in the
field of M31.
Our catalogue was then compared to Gelfand
et al. (2004). They identified 405 sources at
λ = 92cm though a VLA survey conducted in an A
type configuration. Their catalogue also focused pre-
dominately on compact radio sources, as the longer
baselines of the A type configuration resolved out
most of the extended emission. Using a 5′′ toler-
ance, a total of 98 sources were found to be common
between both catalogues. We estimate a spectral
index (Sν ∝ ν
α), for these 98 sources using flux den-
sity measurements at λ=20 and 92 cm. In the event
where a λ=92 cm source was matched to a group of
sources from this study (ie. a source found in more
then one image), that groups average flux was used
in the derivation of that sources spectral index. The
distribution of these spectral indices is presented in
Fig. 3. These sources exhibit a predominately neg-
ative spectral index, indicating a significant popu-
lation of background sources and/or SNRs in M31
field.
4. SNRs IN THE M31
Magnier et al. (1995) presented a comprehen-
sive study of optically identified SNR and SNR can-
didates in the field of M31. Despite relatively poor
seeing conditions (> 2′′), short exposure times and
imaging only a portion of M31’s complete field, a to-
tal of 179 SNR and SNR candidates were identified.
An additional 55 SNR and SNR candidates were also
included in Magnier et al. (1995) from earlier work
by Dodorico et al. (1980), Blair et al. (1981) and
Braun and Walterbos (1993). These 234 SNR and
SNR candidates were reviewed individually by Lee
et al. (2014). Of the 239 SNR candidates presented
by Magnier et al. (1995), 154 were discounted by Lee
et al. (2014) using their SNR selection criteria.
We compared our radio-continuum catalogue
to Lee et al. (2014), who used Hα and [Sii] im-
ages of M31 from the Local Group Survey (LGS;
Massey et al. 2006) to identify SNR candidates.
Using a search criteria of S[ii]/Hα > 0.4, morphol-
ogy and absence of blue stars, they identified a to-
tal of 156 SNRs and SNR candidates. Of these
156, some 80 had been listed in previous studies.
We searched for these 156 objects in our own cat-
alogue using a 5′′ search radius. A total of 13 op-
tical SNR candidates from Lee et al. (2014) were
found to have radio counter-parts. Some 3 of these
13 were also detected in Gelfand et al. (2004) listed
sources. These three sources, J004102+410427,
J004339+412653 and J004047+405525, have spec-
tral indices of –0.87, –0.75 and –0.31 respectively.
Two SNRs with steeper spectrum are indicative of
younger SNR age. Although the relatively steep
spectral index of J004102+410427 is more indicative
of background galaxy, this source is likely to be in-
trinsic to M31 given that it lies on the ring of dif-
fuse emission surrounding the galaxy. We also com-
pared positions from our radio-continuum catalogue
presented here and Lee et al. (2014) and found no
1https://archive.nrao.edu/archive/e2earchivex.jsp
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significant discrepancy (see Fig. 4). The standard
deviations for ∆RA and ∆Dec of these 13 sources in
common are 1.′′4 and 1.′′3 respectively, and have been
marked in Table 2 with a * (also noted in the tables
caption).
In Fig. 5 we present a radio-continuum image
of M31 that was produced in Galvin et al. (2012)
overlaid with the positions of 156 SNRs and SNR
candidates identified by Lee et al. (2014). The red
circle represents an SNR that had been previously
identified through earlier studies, while the blue cross
represents new SNRs identified by Lee et al. (2014).
We see a large portion of SNRs fall on, or nearby,
the ring of emission which surrounds the galaxy.
The spatial distribution of these SNR candidates and
their coincidence with the ring of diffuse emission im-
plies that there is a higher rate of star formation in
the outer arms of the galaxy then in its central re-
gion. Sources common between our study and Lee
et al. (2014) have been marked with a purple star.
We also compared our radio-continuum cata-
logue with Dickel et al. (1982) who observed 10 SNRs
in the field of M31 at λ=20 cm. Of these 10 SNRs,
7 were detected in our VLA images. Once cross-
referenced with our own catalogue, we find the 4
strongest detected SNRs listed in Dickel et al. (1982)
were present in our own images. These four com-
mon sources are J004047+405526, J004513+413616,
J004135+410657 and J004513+413616 (Group Iden-
tification Number of 92) and note that their fluxes
are in good agreement. The other three detected
SNRs from Dickel et al. (1982) are below our detec-
tion limit.
Using existing optical, radio and X-ray cata-
logues we investigate the SNR population of M31.
A radio-continuum catalogue (ν=1465 MHz) com-
prised of 58 SNR and SNR candidates was pre-
sented by Braun and Walterbos (1993). Of these
58 sources, 24 had a signal to noise ratio above 5σ
and were included for use in this study. Compar-
ing our catalogue to the 24 Braun and Walterbos
(1993) SNRs, we find that there are 8 matches within
a 5′′ search radius. Of the remaining unmatched
16 SNRs some 14 have associated extended emis-
sion structure in our images. In Fig. 6 we present
a radio-continuum image of M31 that was produced
in Galvin et al. (20120) overlaid with the positions
of the 24 Braun and Walterbos (1993) sources with a
signal to noise ration above 5σ. The red circles rep-
resent sources common to both, our and Braun and
Walterbos (1993) study, while the purple crosses rep-
resent sources from Braun and Walterbos (1993) that
unmatched when compared to our work.
Additionally, 47 X-ray SNR and SNR candi-
dates were identified by Sasaki et al. (2012) using
the XMM-Newton telescope. Comparing Sasaki et
al. (2012) to our catalogue, we find at total of 11
sources in common.
Fig. 7 is a Venn diagram showing the source
intersection of these three catalogues using a search
radius of 5′′. It is not surprising that there is only
<10% (13 out of 156) coincidences between optical
SNRs and SNR candidates and their potential radio
counterparts. While in the Magellanic Clouds the ra-
tio between known radio and optical SNRs are∼ 90%
(Bozzetto et al. 2014 in prep.; Haberl et al. 2012;
Filipovic´ et al 2008, 2005; Payne et al. 2008, 2007,
2004b) in other nearby galaxies this ratio is in order
of 10%. For example: NGC300 ratio is 14% (Millar
et al. 2011, 2012), NGC7793 ratio is 23% (Galvin at
al. 2014 in prep.; Pannuti et al. 2011) and NGC55
ratio is 10% (O’Brien et al. 2013). This may in-
dicate that either our present searches for SNRs in
the M31 are not complete and/or biased towards the
optical detection implying optical criteria to be bit
more sensitive.
At the same time, we point out that the vari-
ous density environments in which SNRs are expand-
ing also have an effect on their detections. While
radio observations are biased towards the detections
of SNRs embedded in higher density environments,
optical searches are more sensitive toward SNRs in
low density mediums (see Pannuti et al. 2000). Cou-
pling this with the larger distances to external galax-
ies (and therefore poorer resolution and sensitivity)
our searches for external SNRs are at the moment
introducing significant selection effects. Therefore,
any comparison of SNRs in external galaxies should
be taken with great caution.
CONCLUSION
We present version two of our point source cat-
alogue of M31 that was created using archived VLA
data at λ=20 cm. In total, 916 unique sources were
identified across 15 various VLA projects. Of these
916 sources, 109 of them were found in at least two
different images. The spectral index for 98 sources
was derived by comparing our catalogue to Gelfand
et al. (2004), who lists sources at λ=92 cm. Also,
we compared the optical SNR search results of Lee
et al. (2014) to our radio-continuum maps of M31,
showing 13 SNRs and SNR candidates in common
to two surveys to reside on the ring of diffuse emis-
sion surrounding the galaxy. Auxiliary optical, radio
and X-ray catalogs were cross referenced highlight-
ing a small population of SNR and SNR candidates
common to multi frequency domains.
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Fig. 1. The distribution of flux densities for 916 radio sources found in M31. 34 sources, whose flux
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Fig. 4. RA and Dec offsets of 13 SNRs and SNR candidates common between this study and Lee et al.
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(2014). The standard deviations for ∆RA and ∆Dec are 1.4′′ and 1.3′′ respectively.
Fig. 5. A radio-continuum image of M 31 from Galvin et al. (2012) overlaid with the positions of SNRs
identified by Lee et al. (2014). The red circle represents an all previously identified SNRs that were presented
in Lee et al. (2014), while the blue cross represents new SNR candidates identified by Lee et al. (2014). The
purple stars highlight sources common both to our study and those presented by Lee et al. (2014).
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Fig. 6. A radio-continuum image of M 31 from Galvin et al. (2012) overlaid with the positions of SNRs
identified by by Braun and Walterbos (1993). The red circle represents sources common to both our study
and those listed in Braun and Walterbos (1993), while the purple crosses represent sources in Braun and
Walterbos (1993) which did not have a corresponding source in our study.
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Fig. 7. Venn Diagram showing the intersection of sources from optical (Lee at al. (2014)), radio (Braun
and Walterbos (1993)) and X-ray (Sasaki et al. (2012)) catalogues from SNR and SNR candidates sources




























Table 1: A summary of all flux density measurements from sources detected in imaged projects.
Column 1 is the name of the source, Column 2 and Column 3 are the RA and Dec positions
(J2000) of each detected source, and Column 4 is the project in which the source was found.
Sources common to multiple project have been assigned a Group ID value, listed in Column 5.
The size of each group is listed in Column 6. For each group a mean flux and associated error
was calculated and listed in Columns 7 and 8. Columns 9 and 10 are from Gelfand et al. (2004).
Column 11 is the spectral index of either Column 4 or Column 8 and Column 10. A source name
marked with * indicates that it has an optical counterpart marked as an SNR candidate by Lee
et al. (2014).
Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J003645+404524 00:36:45.82 +40:45:24.40 7.08 AC0308-3
J003651+404452 00:36:51.36 +40:44:52.40 4.81 AC0308-3
J003724+403821 00:37:24.96 +40:38:21.30 2.61 AC0308-3
J003730+401239 00:37:30.21 +40:12:39.10 4.95 AC0308-3
J003745+402513 00:37:45.61 +40:25:13.50 22.56 AC0308-3
J003807+405252 00:38:07.88 +40:52:52.90 3.04 AC0308-3 11.16 0.67 -0.85
J003813+403100 00:38:13.13 +40:31:00.80 5.89 AC0308-3
J003814+403425 00:38:14.44 +40:34:25.70 6.53 AC0308-3
J003817+405110 00:38:17.55 +40:51:10.90 2.85 AC0308-3
J003817+410220 00:38:17.91 +41:02:20.30 5.18 AC0308-3
J003818+410040 00:38:18.16 +41:00:40.30 5.01 AC0308-3
J003819+405414 00:38:19.60 +40:54:14.40 12.46 AC0308-3
J003821+404136 00:38:21.04 +40:41:36.70 4.59 AB0437-b
J003821+411916 00:38:21.55 +41:19:16.20 5.13 AC0308-3
J003825+413704 00:38:25.63 +41:37:04.10 83.66 AC0308-3
J003832+413433 00:38:32.35 +41:34:33.60 2.19 AC0308-3
J003833+404956 00:38:33.37 +40:49:56.20 3.98 AC0308-3
J003838+415149 00:38:38.95 +41:51:49.20 4.54 AC0308-3
J003839+403300 00:38:39.00 +40:33:00.60 4.85 AB0437-b
J003839+412611 00:38:39.00 +41:26:11.10 3.66 AC0308-3
J003845+403326 00:38:45.20 +40:33:26.50 5.44 AC0308-3
J003848+395206 00:38:48.51 +39:52:06.60 6.19 AC0308-3
J003848+411606 00:38:48.75 +41:16:06.40 84.03 AB0437-a
J003849+411608 00:38:49.05 +41:16:08.60 20.45 AC0308-3
J003849+411606 00:38:49.59 +41:16:06.81 73.55 AH0524-a
J003849+411601 00:38:49.66 +41:16:01.30 6.19 AM0464-a
J003854+401636 00:38:54.51 +40:16:36.60 4.17 AC0308-3
J003856+403210 00:38:56.74 +40:32:10.60 5.54 AC0308-3
J003903+403051 00:39:03.17 +40:30:51.50 3.54 AC0308-3
J003904+410822 00:39:04.30 +41:08:22.20 2.46 AB0437-a
J003907+410346 00:39:07.94 +41:03:46.10 20.65 AB0437-a
J003908+403007 00:39:08.25 +40:30:07.71 2.88 AB0437-b
J003908+410338 00:39:08.28 +41:03:38.21 7.59 AB0437-a
J003908+410335 00:39:08.39 +41:03:35.80 6.62 AB0437-b
J003908+403009 00:39:08.78 +40:30:09.99 1.84 AM0464-a
J003909+403010 00:39:09.25 +40:30:10.40 7.88 AC0308-3
J003916+403629 00:39:16.37 +40:36:29.37 0.59 AM0464-a
J003916+410440 00:39:16.51 +41:04:40.90 5.07 AC0308-3
J003917+410258 00:39:17.98 +41:02:58.90 9.85 AB0437-b
J003918+405513 00:39:18.13 +40:55:13.90 3.26 AC0308-3
J003918+410301 00:39:18.15 +41:03:01.10 12.43 AB0437-a
J003918+410257 00:39:18.16 +41:02:57.30 9.52 AC0308-3
J003918+411636 00:39:18.45 +41:16:36.30 4.08 AC0308-3
J003918+411634 00:39:18.88 +41:16:34.06 5.65 AB0437-a
J003919+402206 00:39:19.50 +40:22:06.08 0.74 AM0464-a
J003921+411404 00:39:21.24 +41:14:04.90 4.40 AC0308-3
J003922+411040 00:39:22.15 +41:10:40.95 3.70 AH0524-a
J003922+411038 00:39:22.16 +41:10:38.50 3.01 AM0464-a
J003922+411040 00:39:22.43 +41:10:40.10 11.38 AB0437-a
J003922+411500 00:39:22.87 +41:15:00.80 4.48 AC0308-3
J003923+411045 00:39:23.05 +41:10:45.50 2.65 AC0308-3
J003927+405429 00:39:27.28 +40:54:29.00 4.37 AB0437-a
J003927+405423 00:39:27.43 +40:54:23.60 6.71 AC0308-3
J003927+402123 00:39:27.61 +40:21:23.46 0.75 AM0464-a
J003929+414607 00:39:29.72 +41:46:07.60 24.62 AC0308-3
J003929+415456 00:39:29.75 +41:54:56.30 2.58 AC0308-3
J003930+410440 00:39:30.87 +41:04:40.10 6.91 AB0437-a
J003931+411502 00:39:31.09 +41:15:02.08 2.18 AB0437-a
J003931+411511 00:39:31.41 +41:15:11.85 2.36 AH0524-a
J003932+410440 00:39:32.22 +41:04:40.71 1.17 AH0524-a
J003932+404402 00:39:32.71 +40:44:02.30 12.54 AC0308-3
J003932+400837 00:39:32.83 +40:08:37.90 50.17 AC0308-3 156.98 11.37 -0.75
J003932+404403 00:39:32.95 +40:44:03.50 9.87 AB0437-b
J003933+404401 00:39:33.02 +40:44:01.40 7.11 AM0464-a


















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J003933+404406 00:39:33.06 +40:44:06.40 8.14 AB0437-a
J003933+400848 00:39:33.12 +40:08:48.00 6.73 AM0464-a
J003933+404405 00:39:33.35 +40:44:05.34 4.16 AH0221-a
J003935+411430 00:39:35.87 +41:14:30.69 3.84 AB0437-a
J003936+411426 00:39:36.29 +41:14:26.10 4.78 AC0308-1
J003936+403351 00:39:36.58 +40:33:51.00 3.91 AB0437-b
J003938+410327 00:39:38.55 +41:03:27.90 5.31 AC0308-1
J003940+400058 00:39:40.13 +40:00:58.00 3.66 AC0308-3
J003943+402042 00:39:43.16 +40:20:42.20 24.52 AC0308-3
J003947+403328 00:39:47.17 +40:33:28.36 0.50 AM0464-a
J003947+411134 00:39:47.35 +41:11:34.80 11.62 AB0437-b
J003948+403904 00:39:48.21 +40:39:04.10 3.39 AC0308-3
J003948+403430 00:39:48.26 +40:34:30.60 7.70 AC0308-3
J003948+403433 00:39:48.29 +40:34:33.91 6.08 AM0464-a 12.57 11.71 -0.48
J003948+403437 00:39:48.30 +40:34:37.40 10.19 AB0437-b
J003949+410421 00:39:49.41 +41:04:21.22 6.32 AH0221-a 14.75 0.99 -0.56
J003949+410418 00:39:49.53 +41:04:18.20 7.95 AB0437-b
J003949+405802 00:39:49.99 +40:58:02.21 1.92 AB0437-b
J003950+410424 00:39:50.10 +41:04:24.00 7.68 AH0524-a
J003950+405758 00:39:50.13 +40:57:58.30 2.29 AB0437-a
J003950+402657 00:39:50.41 +40:26:57.10 1.80 AM0464-a
J003950+395719 00:39:50.51 +39:57:19.60 6.80 AC0308-3
J003952+402635 00:39:52.17 +40:26:35.90 1.97 AM0464-a
J003952+402943* 00:39:52.53 +40:29:43.20 0.66 AM0464-a
J003956+411134 00:39:56.37 +41:11:34.90 63.62 AB0437-b
J003956+411138 00:39:56.77 +41:11:38.30 80.32 AH0524-a
J003957+411138 00:39:57.13 +41:11:38.70 11.93 AC0308-1
J003957+411356 00:39:57.31 +41:13:56.20 2.13 AB0437-a
J003957+411358 00:39:57.59 +41:13:58.00 2.53 AH0524-a
J003959+401349 00:39:59.14 +40:13:49.50 8.04 AM0464-a
J003959+401343 00:39:59.49 +40:13:43.80 21.80 AC0308-3
J004002+412634 00:40:02.34 +41:26:34.40 5.37 AC0308-1
J004002+412205 00:40:02.86 +41:22:05.10 2.15 AB0437-a
J004004+401417 00:40:04.43 +40:14:17.47 1.49 AM0464-a
J004005+401613 00:40:05.06 +40:16:13.15 0.85 AM0464-a
J004005+401605 00:40:05.32 +40:16:05.10 3.21 AC0308-3
J004005+405854 00:40:05.36 +40:58:54.23 1.79 AB0437-a
J004006+402147 00:40:06.20 +40:21:47.80 9.60 AC0308-3
J004006+402148 00:40:06.40 +40:21:48.40 7.37 AM0464-a
J004007+405346 00:40:07.63 +40:53:46.60 1.09 AB0437-a
J004010+411825 00:40:10.88 +41:18:25.90 3.47 AC0308-1
J004012+410840 00:40:12.28 +41:08:40.73 2.85 AH0221-a
J004013+410839 00:40:13.28 +41:08:39.05 5.16 AH0221-a
J004013+410840 00:40:13.43 +41:08:40.30 41.68 AB0437-b
J004013+405008 00:40:13.63 +40:50:08.30 48.96 AB0437-a
J004013+410841 00:40:13.67 +41:08:41.00 58.76 AH0524-a
J004014+410841 00:40:14.02 +41:08:41.10 14.23 AC0308-1
J004014+405017 00:40:14.20 +40:50:17.26 26.65 AH0524-a
J004014+405002 00:40:14.42 +40:50:02.10 9.71 AC0308-1
J004016+405826 00:40:16.36 +40:58:26.96 11.91 AH0221-a
J004016+412224 00:40:16.84 +41:22:24.30 2.83 AB0437-a
J004016+412853 00:40:16.92 +41:28:53.90 13.73 AC0308-3
J004017+405829 00:40:17.10 +40:58:29.20 24.44 AH0524-a
J004017+395508 00:40:17.24 +39:55:08.10 15.54 AC0308-3
J004017+412840 00:40:17.86 +41:28:40.73 6.01 AH0524-a
J004022+412046 00:40:22.74 +41:20:46.40 15.09 AC0308-3
J004024+412926 00:40:24.13 +41:29:26.70 6.09 AC0308-3 29.01 1.41 -1.02
J004024+410712 00:40:24.36 +41:07:12.95 15.92 AH0221-a
J004024+412029 00:40:24.57 +41:20:29.00 9.37 AB0437-a
J004024+410713 00:40:24.78 +41:07:13.50 31.70 AH0524-a
J004024+412029 00:40:24.84 +41:20:29.50 8.27 AH0524-a
J004024+412919 00:40:24.88 +41:29:19.64 4.75 AH0524-a
J004024+412023 00:40:24.96 +41:20:23.70 2.62 AM0464-a
J004025+410712 00:40:25.33 +41:07:12.80 9.94 AC0308-1
J004025+410718 00:40:25.71 +41:07:18.64 15.49 AB0551-a
J004026+403601 00:40:26.27 +40:36:01.32 0.46 AM0464-a
J004026+403618 00:40:26.54 +40:36:18.20 1.85 AB0437-a
J004027+401544 00:40:27.94 +40:15:44.50 3.33 AC0308-3
J004028+401546 00:40:28.09 +40:15:46.23 0.86 AM0464-a
J004028+411758 00:40:28.66 +41:17:58.30 1.84 AB0437-a
J004029+411804 00:40:29.22 +41:18:04.90 1.95 AH0524-a
J004029+412128 00:40:29.33 +41:21:28.60 1.68 AB0437-a
J004030+402758 00:40:30.35 +40:27:58.50 7.73 AB0437-b
J004031+403911 00:40:31.98 +40:39:11.10 1.89 AB0437-a
J004032+414821 00:40:32.65 +41:48:21.20 2.77 AC0308-3





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004032+413634 00:40:32.78 +41:36:34.90 5.30 AC0308-3
J004032+402021 00:40:32.94 +40:20:21.80 4.70 AC0308-3
J004034+403540 00:40:34.70 +40:35:40.54 0.85 AM0464-a
J004035+413511 00:40:35.58 +41:35:11.10 16.02 AC0308-3 13.22 0.82 0.13
J004036+413500 00:40:36.20 +41:35:00.49 9.90 AH0524-a
J004036+410842 00:40:36.33 +41:08:42.70 1.76 AB0437-a
J004036+411023 00:40:36.37 +41:10:23.60 2.42 AC0308-3
J004036+411938 00:40:36.63 +41:19:38.40 1.68 AB0437-a
J004036+410845 00:40:36.73 +41:08:45.70 1.65 AH0524-a
J004036+412052 00:40:36.74 +41:20:52.32 2.15 AT0149-a
J004036+412404 00:40:36.79 +41:24:04.70 3.23 AT0149-a
J004036+411910 00:40:36.91 +41:19:10.90 15270.00 AB0491-a
J004037+411936 00:40:37.17 +41:19:36.50 2.49 AH0524-a
J004037+412051 00:40:37.42 +41:20:51.49 3.78 AT0149-a
J004037+403512 00:40:37.86 +40:35:12.40 0.49 AM0464-a
J004041+403519 00:40:41.13 +40:35:19.70 9.58 AC0308-3
J004041+401049 00:40:41.69 +40:10:49.10 3.57 AC0308-3
J004043+403623 00:40:43.50 +40:36:23.80 8.20 AC0308-3
J004043+412343 00:40:43.59 +41:23:43.02 1.80 AH0524-a
J004043+404843 00:40:43.95 +40:48:43.30 13.15 AC0308-3
J004044+404449 00:40:44.13 +40:44:49.32 1.16 AB0437-b
J004044+404445 00:40:44.38 +40:44:45.19 0.52 AM0464-a
J004044+404845 00:40:44.56 +40:48:45.30 13.30 AB0491-a
J004044+404447 00:40:44.64 +40:44:47.30 2.07 AB0437-a
J004044+404858 00:40:44.71 +40:48:58.81 7.75 AH0524-a
J004044+404840 00:40:44.79 +40:48:40.90 8.44 AC0308-1
J004046+411637 00:40:46.52 +41:16:37.03 2.26 AT0149-a
J004046+405522 00:40:46.85 +40:55:22.85 2.17 AM0464-a
J004047+405527 00:40:47.04 +40:55:27.80 3.01 AB0437-a
J004047+405525* 00:40:47.11 +40:55:25.17 2.62 AH0221-a 4.19 0.42 -0.31
J004047+405532 00:40:47.36 +40:55:32.90 2.22 AH0524-a
J004047+405526 00:40:47.38 +40:55:26.50 4.12 AB0491-a
J004047+415006 00:40:47.71 +41:50:06.20 8.75 AC0496-a
J004047+403721 00:40:47.73 +40:37:21.00 10.54 AC0308-3
J004049+411226 00:40:49.05 +41:12:26.92 2.30 AT0149-a
J004052+411738 00:40:52.10 +41:17:38.90 15.09 AC0101-a
J004053+410643 00:40:53.11 +41:06:43.90 3.60 AC0308-3
J004054+412632 00:40:54.52 +41:26:32.00 3.88 AT0149-a
J004056+405727 00:40:56.06 +40:57:27.60 28.52 AH0524-a
J004056+405719 00:40:56.18 +40:57:19.20 11.75 AC0308-1
J004056+405734 00:40:56.81 +40:57:34.31 13.90 AB0551-a
J004056+405405 00:40:56.86 +40:54:05.60 4.22 AC0308-1
J004057+403617 00:40:57.02 +40:36:17.00 1.55 AB0437-a
J004057+402157 00:40:57.16 +40:21:57.55 0.96 AM0464-a
J004057+410256 00:40:57.28 +41:02:56.40 16.63 AC0308-3
J004057+401834 00:40:57.33 +40:18:34.80 6.57 AC0308-1
J004057+415438 00:40:57.96 +41:54:38.20 1.17 AC0496-a 51.32 6.98 -2.48
J004057+412133 00:40:57.97 +41:21:33.30 10.70 AC0101-a
J004058+410323 00:40:58.17 +41:03:23.70 3.88 AB0437-b
J004058+410320 00:40:58.64 +41:03:20.29 5.75 AB0437-a
J004059+410320 00:40:59.02 +41:03:20.40 11.76 AB0491-a
J004100+411350 00:41:00.38 +41:13:50.17 6.39 AB0491-a
J004101+410407 00:41:01.59 +41:04:07.70 1.24 AH0524-a
J004101+410808 00:41:01.84 +41:08:08.50 8.15 AC0308-1
J004102+410412 00:41:02.86 +41:04:12.49 1.57 AB0437-a
J004102+410427* 00:41:02.94 +41:04:27.70 2.47 AM0464-a 9.26 0.41 -0.87
J004103+410430 00:41:03.03 +41:04:30.30 2.88 AH0524-a
J004104+404254 00:41:04.19 +40:42:54.23 1.35 AM0464-a
J004104+404255 00:41:04.37 +40:42:55.04 0.61 AB0491-a
J004104+403826 00:41:04.59 +40:38:26.20 2.50 AB0437-a
J004104+410417 00:41:04.71 +41:04:17.40 17.47 AB0491-a
J004105+410416 00:41:05.06 +41:04:16.30 12.93 AC0308-3
J004105+414451 00:41:05.89 +41:44:51.43 1.28 AC0496-a
J004106+410407 00:41:06.85 +41:04:07.40 3.67 AB0437-b
J004106+410415 00:41:06.90 +41:04:15.99 2.21 AB0437-a
J004107+410414 00:41:07.12 +41:04:14.40 3.74 AM0464-a
J004107+410417 00:41:07.33 +41:04:17.90 3.96 AH0524-a
J004107+412129 00:41:07.74 +41:21:29.70 6.36 AC0101-a
J004107+412453 00:41:07.84 +41:24:53.34 11.28 AH0524-a
J004108+412444 00:41:08.09 +41:24:44.50 13.49 AC0101-a
J004108+412457 00:41:08.70 +41:24:57.90 18.90 AC0308-3
J004109+403853 00:41:09.12 +40:38:53.80 3.70 AC0308-3
J004109+412451 00:41:09.37 +41:24:51.26 0.95 AM0464-a
J004109+412456 00:41:09.61 +41:24:56.80 27.57 AB0551-a
J004110+412456 00:41:10.53 +41:24:56.40 16.79 AC0308-1




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004111+402412 00:41:11.13 +40:24:12.70 10.59 AM0464-a
J004111+403327 00:41:11.18 +40:33:27.90 2.55 AC0308-3
J004111+402419 00:41:11.44 +40:24:19.90 5.24 AC0308-1
J004111+403331 00:41:11.46 +40:33:31.70 5.06 AB0437-b
J004111+405813 00:41:11.73 +40:58:13.80 2.89 AB0437-a
J004111+405812 00:41:11.88 +40:58:12.19 1.79 AM0464-a
J004111+405816 00:41:11.95 +40:58:16.60 2.61 AH0524-a
J004112+405812 00:41:12.06 +40:58:12.60 2.97 AB0491-a
J004112+412458 00:41:12.10 +41:24:58.60 44.01 AB0679-a
J004112+412458 00:41:12.32 +41:24:58.10 4.45 AB0679-b
J004112+415643 00:41:12.36 +41:56:43.10 1.63 AC0496-a
J004112+412454 00:41:12.82 +41:24:54.38 9.01 AH0524-a
J004114+412454 00:41:14.03 +41:24:54.40 3.03 AB0679-b
J004114+414339 00:41:14.21 +41:43:39.31 1.18 AC0496-a
J004114+410923 00:41:14.82 +41:09:23.60 0.79 AH0524-a
J004114+410632 00:41:14.99 +41:06:32.30 2.62 AB0437-a
J004115+410633 00:41:15.12 +41:06:33.79 0.80 AH0524-a
J004117+412316 00:41:17.91 +41:23:16.22 2.16 AB0551-a
J004118+412311 00:41:18.23 +41:23:11.70 1.65 AH0524-a
J004119+412314 00:41:19.17 +41:23:14.37 1.09 AB0679-b
J004119+411039 00:41:19.85 +41:10:39.50 18.38 AB0491-a
J004120+411042 00:41:20.00 +41:10:42.30 15.50 AC0101-a
J004120+413945 00:41:20.08 +41:39:45.10 2.57 AB0647-a
J004120+411048 00:41:20.24 +41:10:48.79 5.21 AH0139-a
J004120+412550 00:41:20.37 +41:25:50.40 12.53 AC0308-1
J004120+411045 00:41:20.93 +41:10:45.76 2.78 AT0149-a
J004120+401230 00:41:20.95 +40:12:30.30 7.16 AM0464-a
J004121+405321 00:41:21.02 +40:53:21.60 4.75 AC0308-1
J004121+405306 00:41:21.75 +40:53:06.11 2.95 AH0524-a
J004123+411339 00:41:23.39 +41:13:39.47 2.97 AT0149-a
J004124+401233 00:41:24.11 +40:12:33.40 40.73 AC0308-3
J004125+401244 00:41:25.37 +40:12:44.30 9.21 AM0464-a
J004125+410605 00:41:25.55 +41:06:05.40 4.26 AB0437-b
J004125+401240 00:41:25.77 +40:12:40.51 6.43 AH0221-a
J004125+411209 00:41:25.84 +41:12:09.30 8.39 AB0437-a
J004126+411203 00:41:26.28 +41:12:03.00 6.32 AC0308-1
J004127+401511 00:41:27.38 +40:15:11.99 1.43 AM0464-a
J004127+401501 00:41:27.70 +40:15:01.85 6.45 AH0221-a 24.19 1.07 -0.87
J004127+401508 00:41:27.75 +40:15:08.60 4.83 AC0308-3
J004128+412312 00:41:28.26 +41:23:12.02 2.40 AT0149-a
J004128+411227 00:41:28.81 +41:12:27.30 12.49 AB0491-a
J004129+413536 00:41:29.23 +41:35:36.41 1.02 AC0496-a
J004129+405059 00:41:29.76 +40:50:59.70 3.71 AB0491-a
J004130+410501 00:41:30.61 +41:05:01.40 2.33 AB0491-a
J004130+410507 00:41:30.69 +41:05:07.26 1.91 AB0551-a
J004131+421007 00:41:31.86 +42:10:07.20 0.70 AC0496-a
J004132+421036 00:41:32.13 +42:10:36.50 1.31 AC0496-a
J004132+412429 00:41:32.19 +41:24:29.20 2.13 AB0647-a
J004132+403336 00:41:32.98 +40:33:36.83 1.14 AM0464-a
J004133+403338 00:41:33.29 +40:33:38.29 1.77 AB0491-a 8.60 0.55 -1.04
J004134+410102 00:41:34.14 +41:01:02.14 0.98 AB0491-a
J004134+411450* 00:41:34.41 +41:14:50.00 2.21 AB0437-a
J004135+410657* 00:41:35.63 +41:06:57.10 0.65 AH0524-a
J004136+404838 00:41:36.82 +40:48:38.96 0.62 AM0464-a
J004136+404844 00:41:36.92 +40:48:44.67 0.68 AB0491-a
J004138+412613 00:41:38.86 +41:26:13.62 2.05 AT0149-a
J004139+413034 00:41:39.14 +41:30:34.60 20.49 AC0308-3
J004139+404942 00:41:39.20 +40:49:42.14 1.18 AM0464-a
J004139+413028 00:41:39.23 +41:30:28.88 29.98 AH0524-a
J004139+412125 00:41:39.30 +41:21:25.40 0.80 AH0524-a
J004139+413033 00:41:39.31 +41:30:33.50 3.64 AM0464-a 76.31 8.81 -1.99
J004139+413038 00:41:39.57 +41:30:38.00 8.66 AB0647-b
J004139+414252 00:41:39.59 +41:42:52.90 2.87 AB0647-a
J004139+404937 00:41:39.63 +40:49:37.13 1.31 AB0491-a
J004139+413040 00:41:39.64 +41:30:40.80 5.69 AB0647-a
J004139+413035 00:41:39.65 +41:30:35.70 27.95 AC0101-a
J004140+412126 00:41:40.11 +41:21:26.65 0.80 AB0679-b
J004141+410343 00:41:41.34 +41:03:43.60 33.45 AH0139-a
J004145+412618 00:41:45.05 +41:26:18.64 7.45 AH0524-a
J004145+412626 00:41:45.24 +41:26:26.70 4.06 AC0308-3
J004145+412623 00:41:45.36 +41:26:23.20 5.75 AB0551-a
J004145+411633 00:41:45.70 +41:16:33.90 14.01 AC0308-1
J004145+411640 00:41:45.88 +41:16:40.20 5.47 AB0437-a
J004146+411638 00:41:46.06 +41:16:38.10 3.38 AH0524-a 3.87 0.50 -0.09
J004146+411635 00:41:46.19 +41:16:35.00 2.41 AM0464-a





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004146+411705 00:41:46.34 +41:17:05.50 4.03 AC0308-3
J004146+411643 00:41:46.41 +41:16:43.30 5.01 AB0551-a
J004146+411700 00:41:46.44 +41:17:00.30 0.99 AH0524-a
J004147+411850 00:41:47.39 +41:18:50.35 21.32 AH0221-a
J004147+411641 00:41:47.48 +41:16:41.00 3.35 AC0308-3
J004147+411848 00:41:47.59 +41:18:48.90 21.36 AC0308-3 206.88 13.62 -1.49
J004151+411441 00:41:51.15 +41:14:41.80 6.23 AC0308-3
J004151+411436 00:41:51.34 +41:14:36.97 8.00 AT0149-a
J004151+405443 00:41:51.38 +40:54:43.60 2.51 AH0524-a
J004151+412438 00:41:51.68 +41:24:38.85 4.38 AH0524-a
J004151+405431 00:41:51.83 +40:54:31.70 2.39 AB0491-a
J004151+420250 00:41:51.89 +42:02:50.10 0.78 AC0496-a
J004152+412441 00:41:52.02 +41:24:41.50 4.35 AB0551-a
J004152+404644 00:41:52.10 +40:46:44.60 3.91 AB0437-b
J004152+404645 00:41:52.36 +40:46:45.90 3.58 AB0437-a
J004152+402122 00:41:52.65 +40:21:22.10 5.78 AM0464-a
J004153+402114 00:41:53.37 +40:21:14.80 8.94 AC0308-3
J004153+402117 00:41:53.43 +40:21:17.30 9.62 AH0221-a 36.97 1.71 -0.88
J004153+414513 00:41:53.59 +41:45:13.80 3.16 AC0496-a
J004155+413720 00:41:55.95 +41:37:20.10 1.93 AB0647-a
J004157+413415 00:41:57.56 +41:34:15.55 2.66 AT0149-a
J004200+415408 00:42:00.51 +41:54:08.39 0.76 AB0647-b
J004200+415406 00:42:00.63 +41:54:06.00 2.47 AC0496-a
J004202+415902 00:42:02.34 +41:59:02.30 3.24 AC0496-a
J004202+402831 00:42:02.59 +40:28:31.30 6.53 AM0464-a
J004202+412635 00:42:02.86 +41:26:35.39 4.83 AH0524-a
J004202+402830 00:42:02.91 +40:28:30.40 12.73 AC0308-1
J004202+402832 00:42:02.93 +40:28:32.40 11.31 AB0491-a
J004202+402818 00:42:02.99 +40:28:18.20 6.64 AC0308-3
J004203+402828 00:42:03.02 +40:28:28.22 13.96 AH0221-a 32.59 1.85 -0.56
J004203+405409 00:42:03.44 +40:54:09.10 5.15 AC0308-3
J004203+402409 00:42:03.90 +40:24:09.40 2.45 AM0464-a
J004204+412932 00:42:04.53 +41:29:32.30 2.41 AB0647-b
J004204+404918 00:42:04.59 +40:49:18.50 2.86 AB0437-a
J004204+402405 00:42:04.70 +40:24:05.52 9.91 AH0221-a 23.12 1.28 -0.56
J004205+402406 00:42:05.17 +40:24:06.70 6.31 AC0308-3
J004205+405615 00:42:05.97 +40:56:15.70 1.49 AB0491-a
J004206+402708 00:42:06.68 +40:27:08.90 2.12 AB0491-a
J004209+412638 00:42:09.05 +41:26:38.21 0.93 AB0679-a
J004209+412704 00:42:09.91 +41:27:04.02 1.15 AB0679-a
J004210+410228 00:42:10.13 +41:02:28.70 1.24 AH0524-a
J004211+421557 00:42:11.48 +42:15:57.30 0.43 AC0496-a
J004211+421703 00:42:11.54 +42:17:03.80 9.43 AC0308-1
J004211+421655 00:42:11.65 +42:16:55.90 33.17 AC0496-a
J004212+414828 00:42:12.82 +41:48:28.00 4.40 AB0647-a
J004213+421957 00:42:13.09 +42:19:57.40 7.14 AC0496-a
J004213+405126 00:42:13.65 +40:51:26.80 3.94 AB0437-a
J004214+405121 00:42:14.00 +40:51:21.70 4.11 AB0491-a
J004214+413317 00:42:14.93 +41:33:17.55 3.54 AT0149-a
J004215+412930 00:42:15.72 +41:29:30.50 8.58 AB0679-b
J004216+400959 00:42:16.43 +40:09:59.70 14.36 AM0464-a
J004217+400952 00:42:17.39 +40:09:52.60 76.02 AC0308-3
J004217+400948 00:42:17.40 +40:09:48.70 534.10 AH0221-a 2184.89 104.78 -0.92
J004218+400959 00:42:18.00 +40:09:59.10 9.23 AC0308-1
J004218+412921 00:42:18.44 +41:29:21.14 330.51 AH0524-a
J004218+412925 00:42:18.50 +41:29:25.60 105.40 AC0308-3
J004218+412922 00:42:18.63 +41:29:22.58 245.11 AH0139-a
J004218+412927 00:42:18.69 +41:29:27.10 327.30 AH0221-a 1223.64 61.20 -0.86
J004218+412921 00:42:18.87 +41:29:21.67 268.20 AT0149-a
J004218+412933 00:42:18.95 +41:29:33.10 275.90 AC0496-a
J004219+412928 00:42:19.18 +41:29:28.10 120.60 AM0464-a
J004219+405347 00:42:19.62 +40:53:47.00 2.49 AB0437-a
J004219+405344 00:42:19.93 +40:53:44.19 1.14 AM0464-a
J004220+412634 00:42:20.19 +41:26:34.43 4.00 AH0524-a
J004220+405344 00:42:20.23 +40:53:44.30 2.66 AB0491-a
J004220+412641 00:42:20.48 +41:26:41.30 5.00 AB0551-a
J004221+410802 00:42:21.73 +41:08:02.30 5.19 AH0524-a
J004221+410759 00:42:21.80 +41:07:59.70 3.50 AB0437-a
J004221+410757 00:42:21.81 +41:07:57.30 3.80 AB0491-a
J004222+401605 00:42:22.09 +40:16:05.39 12.79 AH0221-a 30.36 2.00 -0.57
J004222+405746 00:42:22.20 +40:57:46.40 2.26 AH0524-a
J004222+405745 00:42:22.43 +40:57:45.30 2.24 AB0437-a
J004222+405736 00:42:22.46 +40:57:36.10 0.63 AB0491-a
J004222+405744 00:42:22.60 +40:57:44.60 1.45 AM0464-a
J004222+414829 00:42:22.69 +41:48:29.50 1.04 AC0496-a




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004223+402955 00:42:23.07 +40:29:55.60 2.69 AC0308-3
J004223+405249 00:42:23.09 +40:52:49.50 9.67 AC0308-3
J004223+413615 00:42:23.66 +41:36:15.20 0.46 AC0496-a
J004223+402836 00:42:23.74 +40:28:36.10 2.62 AB0491-a
J004223+404413 00:42:23.81 +40:44:13.92 1.81 AB0491-a
J004223+405517 00:42:23.84 +40:55:17.80 14.22 AC0308-3
J004224+412310 00:42:24.33 +41:23:10.20 1.69 AM0464-a
J004224+405325 00:42:24.61 +40:53:25.00 5.45 AC0308-3
J004225+404619 00:42:25.11 +40:46:19.70 4.55 AC0308-3
J004226+404522 00:42:26.06 +40:45:22.80 5.42 AC0308-3
J004226+411802 00:42:26.23 +41:18:02.90 2.15 AH0524-a
J004226+405312 00:42:26.39 +40:53:12.10 10.78 AC0308-1
J004226+411227 00:42:26.71 +41:12:27.30 12.91 AC0308-3
J004226+411807 00:42:26.80 +41:18:07.32 2.21 AB0551-a
J004227+405536 00:42:27.36 +40:55:36.50 10.41 AC0308-1
J004228+412751 00:42:28.16 +41:27:51.00 8.65 AC0308-1
J004228+411033 00:42:28.30 +41:10:33.70 4.59 AC0308-3
J004228+411755 00:42:28.98 +41:17:55.50 16.04 AC0308-1
J004229+403821 00:42:29.93 +40:38:21.40 2.27 AB0491-a
J004229+413313 00:42:29.99 +41:33:13.60 5.49 AC0496-a
J004232+411144 00:42:32.54 +41:11:44.30 1.18 AH0524-a
J004232+411405 00:42:32.69 +41:14:05.50 6.46 AC0308-1
J004233+411052 00:42:33.22 +41:10:52.99 0.26 AB0679-a
J004233+412929 00:42:33.41 +41:29:29.70 2.92 AB0647-b
J004234+412116 00:42:34.62 +41:21:16.54 0.97 AB0551-a
J004234+413649 00:42:34.68 +41:36:49.30 2.06 AC0496-a
J004235+402233 00:42:35.86 +40:22:33.30 5.44 AC0308-1
J004236+402228 00:42:36.11 +40:22:28.34 17.76 AH0221-a 50.16 2.68 -0.68
J004236+411923 00:42:36.28 +41:19:23.00 1.17 AM0464-a
J004236+415736 00:42:36.32 +41:57:36.40 4.49 AM0464-a
J004237+421712 00:42:37.64 +42:17:12.40 1.25 AC0496-a
J004238+412503 00:42:38.03 +41:25:03.64 2.44 AT0149-a
J004240+410233 00:42:40.36 +41:02:33.13 0.69 AB0491-a
J004241+413106 00:42:41.58 +41:31:06.70 2.68 AM0464-a
J004241+413127 00:42:41.69 +41:31:27.90 4.68 AC0308-1
J004241+414709 00:42:41.78 +41:47:09.70 2.15 AB0647-b
J004242+411947 00:42:42.20 +41:19:47.00 8.65 AC0308-1
J004242+414721 00:42:42.99 +41:47:21.00 1.44 AC0496-a
J004243+411531 00:42:43.48 +41:15:31.60 2.58 AH0524-a
J004243+413508 00:42:43.61 +41:35:08.40 7.55 AC0101-a
J004244+411624 00:42:44.70 +41:16:24.70 15.44 AM0464-a
J004244+411617 00:42:44.75 +41:16:17.60 34.23 AH0524-a
J004245+411557 00:42:45.20 +41:15:57.60 161.40 AC0308-1
J004245+411608 00:42:45.46 +41:16:08.10 86.53 AB0491-a
J004245+411538 00:42:45.66 +41:15:38.00 4.73 AM0464-a
J004245+411620 00:42:45.73 +41:16:20.90 14.26 AB0679-a
J004245+411608 00:42:45.75 +41:16:08.00 94.20 AB0551-a
J004245+411602 00:42:45.91 +41:16:02.50 94.22 AC0101-a
J004245+411621 00:42:45.91 +41:16:21.20 15.50 AB0679-b
J004245+411552 00:42:45.93 +41:15:52.60 5.01 AM0464-a
J004246+413649 00:42:46.04 +41:36:49.90 2.84 AB0679-b
J004246+413356 00:42:46.69 +41:33:56.20 2.72 AB0679-a
J004246+410124 00:42:46.93 +41:01:24.80 2.71 AH0524-a
J004247+411354 00:42:47.03 +41:13:54.36 2.73 AC0101-a
J004247+410122 00:42:47.04 +41:01:22.80 3.67 AB0437-a
J004247+413346 00:42:47.08 +41:33:46.90 3.52 AB0647-a
J004247+413338 00:42:47.14 +41:33:38.60 6.24 AB0551-a
J004247+413341 00:42:47.34 +41:33:41.50 9.48 AB0647-b
J004247+411519 00:42:47.68 +41:15:19.90 2.59 AM0464-a
J004248+404558 00:42:48.41 +40:45:58.06 0.77 AB0491-a
J004248+413352 00:42:48.52 +41:33:52.50 6.89 AC0308-1
J004248+411939 00:42:48.62 +41:19:39.73 1.90 AB0551-a
J004248+412408 00:42:48.71 +41:24:08.39 1.02 AB0551-a
J004248+411606 00:42:48.98 +41:16:06.80 20.10 AC0308-2
J004249+411604 00:42:49.85 +41:16:04.20 8.07 AH0524-a
J004250+413905 00:42:50.32 +41:39:05.70 2.79 AB0679-b
J004250+411601 00:42:50.36 +41:16:01.80 4.28 AM0464-a
J004250+413855 00:42:50.93 +41:38:55.90 2.68 AB0679-b
J004250+421141 00:42:50.96 +42:11:41.50 2.90 AC0496-a
J004251+413317 00:42:51.03 +41:33:17.80 1.19 AM0464-a
J004251+412628 00:42:51.13 +41:26:28.66 19.73 AH0524-a
J004251+412631 00:42:51.37 +41:26:31.90 19.68 AH0139-a
J004251+412627 00:42:51.51 +41:26:27.77 9.17 AT0149-a
J004251+412635 00:42:51.88 +41:26:35.60 18.33 AM0464-a
J004252+413557 00:42:52.22 +41:35:57.10 4.73 AC0308-1





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004252+413745 00:42:52.51 +41:37:45.60 1.90 AB0679-a
J004253+414854 00:42:53.32 +41:48:54.30 0.62 AC0496-a
J004254+413826 00:42:54.30 +41:38:26.00 3.96 AB0679-b
J004254+413822 00:42:54.44 +41:38:22.80 2.76 AB0679-a
J004254+422120 00:42:54.98 +42:21:20.08 2.21 AC0496-a
J004255+413708 00:42:55.67 +41:37:08.40 2.02 AB0679-a
J004256+414748 00:42:56.26 +41:47:48.00 1.23 AC0496-a
J004257+411643 00:42:57.84 +41:16:43.80 8.25 AC0308-2
J004257+413742 00:42:57.91 +41:37:42.70 6.26 AB0679-a
J004259+413654 00:42:59.46 +41:36:54.90 14.41 AC0308-1
J004300+413348 00:43:00.56 +41:33:48.50 4.16 AC0308-1
J004301+413735 00:43:01.97 +41:37:35.00 4.67 AB0647-b
J004303+413832 00:43:03.35 +41:38:32.20 3.09 AB0679-b
J004303+413723 00:43:03.39 +41:37:23.50 5.79 AB0647-a
J004304+413846 00:43:04.44 +41:38:46.80 3.95 AB0647-b
J004304+413758 00:43:04.48 +41:37:58.00 17.31 AC0308-1
J004305+413755 00:43:05.89 +41:37:55.25 0.96 AC0496-a
J004306+413420 00:43:06.25 +41:34:20.90 3.12 AB0647-a
J004306+413340 00:43:06.63 +41:33:40.10 3.33 AC0308-1
J004306+413810 00:43:06.69 +41:38:10.20 2.55 AB0679-b
J004306+413618 00:43:06.75 +41:36:18.50 8.02 AC0101-a
J004307+415511 00:43:07.13 +41:55:11.90 4.80 AC0308-1
J004308+415501 00:43:08.06 +41:55:01.10 2.06 AB0647-b
J004308+415506 00:43:08.19 +41:55:06.50 2.38 AC0496-a
J004308+402846 00:43:08.96 +40:28:46.60 5.49 AC0308-1
J004309+402844 00:43:09.58 +40:28:44.91 7.23 AH0221-a 75.41 3.68 -1.54
J004309+402847 00:43:09.60 +40:28:47.70 17.32 AB0491-a
J004314+413806 00:43:14.85 +41:38:06.30 5.59 AC0308-1
J004317+411720 00:43:17.43 +41:17:20.95 4.09 AH0524-a
J004317+411722 00:43:17.77 +41:17:22.76 4.02 AH0139-a
J004318+411730 00:43:18.24 +41:17:30.80 5.83 AC0308-1
J004318+412425 00:43:18.61 +41:24:25.32 0.98 AB0551-a
J004318+411727 00:43:18.62 +41:17:27.30 2.76 AB0647-b
J004319+405633 00:43:19.67 +40:56:33.00 5.53 AC0101-a
J004324+413459 00:43:24.29 +41:34:59.90 6.34 AC0308-1
J004325+412235 00:43:25.33 +41:22:35.90 5.02 AC0308-1
J004326+411913 00:43:26.44 +41:19:13.10 4.68 AM0464-a
J004326+420723 00:43:26.48 +42:07:23.60 1.18 AC0496-a
J004326+411915 00:43:26.87 +41:19:15.80 1.99 AB0647-b
J004327+413512 00:43:27.52 +41:35:12.10 2.48 AB0679-a
J004327+413514 00:43:27.66 +41:35:14.20 3.58 AM0464-a
J004327+413528 00:43:27.72 +41:35:28.60 3.38 AB0647-a
J004327+413523 00:43:27.74 +41:35:23.60 3.20 AB0679-b
J004328+413511 00:43:28.24 +41:35:11.00 17.19 AC0308-1
J004328+420644 00:43:28.71 +42:06:44.80 0.58 AC0496-a
J004329+413547 00:43:29.18 +41:35:47.70 21.03 AB0647-b
J004330+413557 00:43:30.07 +41:35:57.50 2.04 AM0464-a
J004330+413353 00:43:30.47 +41:33:53.03 2.22 AT0149-a
J004332+413623 00:43:32.82 +41:36:23.70 3.35 AM0464-a
J004333+413941 00:43:33.30 +41:39:41.00 5.44 AC0308-1
J004333+415955 00:43:33.38 +41:59:55.30 0.98 AC0496-a
J004334+413605 00:43:34.46 +41:36:05.48 2.18 AT0149-a
J004334+421200 00:43:34.73 +42:12:00.80 3.03 AC0308-1
J004334+410951 00:43:34.78 +41:09:51.90 7.72 AM0464-a
J004335+421219 00:43:35.23 +42:12:19.90 3.64 AC0308-2
J004335+414444 00:43:35.80 +41:44:44.70 0.47 AC0496-a
J004336+403809 00:43:36.72 +40:38:09.30 4.41 AB0491-a
J004336+412026 00:43:36.95 +41:20:26.20 9.80 AB0647-b
J004337+412019 00:43:37.28 +41:20:19.40 8.92 AC0308-2
J004337+414007 00:43:37.80 +41:40:07.30 3.14 AB0647-a
J004338+414008 00:43:38.57 +41:40:08.10 5.80 AB0647-b 14.97 0.93 -0.62
J004338+414005 00:43:38.77 +41:40:05.93 4.50 AM0464-a
J004338+412652 00:43:38.87 +41:26:52.56 2.65 AB0551-a
J004339+413959 00:43:39.14 +41:39:59.30 5.24 AC0308-1
J004340+414318 00:43:40.84 +41:43:18.90 2.99 AC0496-a
J004340+405428 00:43:40.92 +40:54:28.20 58.80 AB0491-a
J004340+405431 00:43:40.92 +40:54:31.60 35.75 AM0464-a
J004341+405434 00:43:41.17 +40:54:34.00 52.80 AB0551-a
J004341+405435 00:43:41.76 +40:54:35.90 9.40 AC0308-2
J004342+414533 00:43:42.50 +41:45:33.38 0.46 AB0647-b
J004343+411232 00:43:43.67 +41:12:32.41 0.35 AB0679-a
J004343+412839 00:43:43.94 +41:28:39.98 17.33 AH0139-a
J004344+412841 00:43:44.22 +41:28:41.20 24.99 AC0308-1
J004344+412845 00:43:44.89 +41:28:45.60 22.53 AC0101-a
J004345+411219 00:43:45.22 +41:12:19.70 7.94 AC0101-a




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004345+412839 00:43:45.22 +41:28:39.90 4.91 AC0308-2
J004346+414252 00:43:46.86 +41:42:52.40 0.44 AC0496-a
J004351+414256 00:43:51.56 +41:42:56.56 0.51 AB0647-b
J004351+403923 00:43:51.89 +40:39:23.60 3.24 AB0491-a
J004351+414424 00:43:51.99 +41:44:24.08 0.79 AB0647-b
J004352+412854 00:43:52.86 +41:28:54.66 0.78 AM0464-a
J004354+404640 00:43:54.00 +40:46:40.70 35.69 AM0464-a
J004354+404635 00:43:54.08 +40:46:35.40 134.80 AB0491-a
J004354+411210 00:43:54.51 +41:12:10.00 0.79 AB0551-a
J004355+404648 00:43:55.44 +40:46:48.70 6.45 AC0308-2
J004356+412626 00:43:56.24 +41:26:26.62 1.35 AB0551-a
J004356+413906 00:43:56.92 +41:39:06.25 1.33 AC0496-a
J004357+415717 00:43:57.43 +41:57:17.76 1.67 AH0221-a
J004357+415716 00:43:57.83 +41:57:16.70 2.42 AH0221-a
J004358+411332 00:43:58.18 +41:13:32.96 0.69 AB0551-a
J004358+421523 00:43:58.93 +42:15:23.50 5.42 AC0308-2
J004358+421518 00:43:58.94 +42:15:18.10 5.66 AC0308-1
J004359+415713 00:43:59.34 +41:57:13.60 34.64 AM0464-a
J004359+415722 00:43:59.34 +41:57:22.60 23.25 AC0308-2
J004401+414908 00:44:01.38 +41:49:08.20 4.11 AB0647-a
J004401+414907 00:44:01.61 +41:49:07.60 3.64 AM0464-a
J004401+414911 00:44:01.68 +41:49:11.20 5.59 AB0647-b
J004402+411222 00:44:02.56 +41:12:22.69 0.70 AB0551-a
J004402+414426 00:44:02.58 +41:44:26.73 0.92 AB0647-b
J004402+414917 00:44:02.63 +41:49:17.50 5.33 AC0308-1
J004403+411854 00:44:03.34 +41:18:54.10 6.97 AC0308-1
J004403+411715 00:44:03.46 +41:17:15.26 1.57 AB0551-a
J004405+410734 00:44:05.06 +41:07:34.27 1.36 AB0551-a
J004405+414939 00:44:05.82 +41:49:39.90 1.09 AC0496-a
J004405+411112 00:44:05.87 +41:11:12.21 1.35 AB0551-a
J004406+411849 00:44:06.26 +41:18:49.24 1.33 AB0551-a
J004407+413111 00:44:07.41 +41:31:11.50 8.11 AM0464-a
J004407+413107 00:44:07.72 +41:31:07.90 8.67 AB0551-a
J004407+421111 00:44:07.82 +42:11:11.50 0.22 AC0496-a
J004407+413107 00:44:07.92 +41:31:07.30 6.45 AC0308-1
J004407+413110 00:44:07.92 +41:31:10.20 6.37 AB0647-b
J004408+413108 00:44:08.13 +41:31:08.00 4.92 AB0647-a
J004409+413321 00:44:09.56 +41:33:21.50 1.53 AM0464-a
J004410+413319 00:44:10.05 +41:33:19.21 1.95 AB0647-b
J004410+422548 00:44:10.71 +42:25:48.70 14.73 AC0308-2
J004410+420108 00:44:10.99 +42:01:08.60 1.19 AC0496-a
J004413+411953 00:44:13.12 +41:19:53.64 0.72 AB0679-b
J004413+412759 00:44:13.28 +41:27:59.20 7.16 AC0101-a
J004413+411954* 00:44:13.52 +41:19:54.70 1.89 AM0464-a
J004414+411946 00:44:14.01 +41:19:46.60 0.80 AB0647-a
J004414+411953 00:44:14.16 +41:19:53.69 1.11 AB0647-b
J004415+413057 00:44:15.93 +41:30:57.90 1.40 AM0464-a
J004417+411340 00:44:17.13 +41:13:40.92 5.66 AH0139-a
J004417+411345 00:44:17.96 +41:13:45.20 12.85 AC0101-a
J004418+411338 00:44:18.37 +41:13:38.08 10.01 AH0221-a 36.57 1.62 -0.85
J004418+411342 00:44:18.53 +41:13:42.80 5.85 AB0647-b
J004419+415152 00:44:19.04 +41:51:52.40 0.58 AB0647-b
J004419+411337 00:44:19.04 +41:13:37.90 4.60 AC0308-1
J004420+411755 00:44:20.80 +41:17:55.27 0.69 AB0551-a
J004420+411747 00:44:20.91 +41:17:47.81 1.39 AB0647-b
J004423+413034 00:44:23.10 +41:30:34.60 19.49 AB0679-b
J004423+413035 00:44:23.35 +41:30:35.50 13.66 AB0679-a
J004423+413041 00:44:23.52 +41:30:41.50 10.19 AC0308-1
J004423+412054 00:44:23.81 +41:20:54.48 1.40 AB0647-a
J004424+413041 00:44:24.07 +41:30:41.80 12.98 AM0464-a
J004424+413036 00:44:24.08 +41:30:36.00 4.45 AC0308-2
J004424+413041 00:44:24.33 +41:30:41.66 2.62 AH0221-a 25.98 1.12 -1.50
J004424+415422 00:44:24.42 +41:54:22.60 1.72 AC0496-a
J004424+414922 00:44:24.64 +41:49:22.71 1.05 AB0647-b
J004424+412103 00:44:24.66 +41:21:03.80 13.84 AC0308-2
J004424+415424 00:44:24.78 +41:54:24.50 8.29 AC0308-1
J004424+412058 00:44:24.81 +41:20:58.10 4.38 AB0647-b
J004424+415419 00:44:24.95 +41:54:19.70 3.56 AM0464-a
J004425+411530 00:44:25.09 +41:15:30.10 6.06 AC0101-a
J004425+411528 00:44:25.96 +41:15:28.10 2.68 AH0221-a
J004426+411525 00:44:26.15 +41:15:25.00 8.18 AB0551-a
J004426+411526 00:44:26.85 +41:15:26.80 9.93 AC0308-2
J004426+411520 00:44:26.94 +41:15:20.25 2.52 AH0221-a
J004427+411526 00:44:27.11 +41:15:26.80 4.39 AC0308-1
J004429+411126 00:44:29.22 +41:11:26.80 19.64 AC0101-a





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004430+415158 00:44:30.61 +41:51:58.00 3.61 AB0647-b
J004430+415241 00:44:30.87 +41:52:41.90 20.45 AC0308-1
J004432+412352 00:44:32.57 +41:23:52.39 1.12 AB0647-a
J004434+414508 00:44:34.44 +41:45:08.10 29.61 AM0464-a
J004435+412534 00:44:35.47 +41:25:34.00 15.54 AC0308-1
J004435+412518 00:44:35.65 +41:25:18.90 3.58 AM0464-a
J004436+412520 00:44:36.76 +41:25:20.90 10.76 AC0308-2
J004437+412518 00:44:37.15 +41:25:18.70 8.05 AB0647-a
J004437+414517 00:44:37.23 +41:45:17.00 5.85 AC0308-2
J004437+412516 00:44:37.32 +41:25:16.80 10.69 AB0647-b
J004437+412506 00:44:37.59 +41:25:06.60 1.91 AB0679-a
J004437+414521 00:44:37.65 +41:45:21.10 6.23 AC0308-1
J004437+412519 00:44:37.68 +41:25:19.60 13.97 AB0551-a
J004438+420404 00:44:38.21 +42:04:04.80 4.75 AC0308-2
J004438+412513 00:44:38.35 +41:25:13.00 2.70 AM0464-a
J004438+422216 00:44:38.36 +42:22:16.40 11.87 AC0308-2
J004439+424752 00:44:39.67 +42:47:52.60 8.96 AC0308-2
J004441+420402 00:44:41.71 +42:04:02.70 0.96 AB0647-b
J004443+412733 00:44:43.29 +41:27:33.20 7.54 AC0308-1
J004444+412658 00:44:44.12 +41:26:58.40 8.67 AC0308-2
J004444+412745 00:44:44.15 +41:27:45.80 4.73 AB0647-b
J004444+412748 00:44:44.18 +41:27:48.97 1.14 AB0647-a
J004444+412640 00:44:44.58 +41:26:40.60 7.62 AC0308-1
J004445+415152 00:44:45.08 +41:51:52.63 1.28 AB0647-b
J004446+415743 00:44:46.71 +41:57:43.57 1.07 AB0647-b
J004447+420816 00:44:47.86 +42:08:16.85 1.51 AB0647-b
J004447+420819 00:44:47.92 +42:08:19.80 2.96 AC0308-2 8.48 0.65 -0.69
J004450+415957 00:44:50.43 +41:59:57.59 1.58 AB0647-a
J004450+415952 00:44:50.89 +41:59:52.20 2.66 AB0647-b
J004452+415455 00:44:52.24 +41:54:55.82 0.87 AB0647-a
J004452+415456* 00:44:52.61 +41:54:56.22 1.50 AB0647-b
J004452+415454 00:44:52.98 +41:54:54.87 0.62 AM0464-a
J004453+414049 00:44:53.16 +41:40:49.30 25.18 AM0464-a
J004455+414324 00:44:55.99 +41:43:24.40 3.10 AC0308-2
J004458+413139 00:44:58.68 +41:31:39.80 5.54 AB0647-b
J004458+414254 00:44:58.80 +41:42:54.10 3.06 AC0308-1
J004500+412837 00:45:00.03 +41:28:37.44 1.51 AB0647-b
J004500+420352 00:45:00.17 +42:03:52.49 1.03 AB0647-b
J004500+412835 00:45:00.72 +41:28:35.52 0.93 AB0647-a
J004501+412458 00:45:01.56 +41:24:58.20 20.79 AC0308-1
J004501+412455 00:45:01.74 +41:24:55.75 9.80 AH0221-a
J004501+412206 00:45:01.90 +41:22:06.60 10.33 AM0464-a
J004502+412451 00:45:02.08 +41:24:51.80 37.96 AC0308-2
J004502+414138 00:45:02.85 +41:41:38.70 0.91 AM0464-a
J004503+405341 00:45:03.74 +40:53:41.19 10.60 AH0221-a
J004503+413952 00:45:03.94 +41:39:52.68 1.50 AB0647-b
J004503+405342 00:45:03.95 +40:53:42.20 25.40 AC0308-1
J004504+405347 00:45:04.25 +40:53:47.14 2.91 AM0464-a
J004504+405347 00:45:04.47 +40:53:47.90 17.29 AC0308-2
J004504+405347 00:45:04.70 +40:53:47.03 15.55 AH0221-a
J004505+412233 00:45:05.14 +41:22:33.50 25.37 AC0308-2
J004505+412238 00:45:05.19 +41:22:38.10 17.22 AB0647-a
J004505+412244 00:45:05.24 +41:22:44.40 5.47 AC0308-1
J004505+412240 00:45:05.41 +41:22:40.90 21.72 AB0647-b
J004505+405135 00:45:05.63 +40:51:35.90 5.50 AC0308-1
J004505+412244 00:45:05.73 +41:22:44.40 19.28 AM0464-a 58.47 6.90 -0.73
J004506+413423 00:45:06.08 +41:34:23.95 0.93 AM0464-a
J004506+405128 00:45:06.41 +40:51:28.30 3.03 AC0308-2
J004509+414942 00:45:09.17 +41:49:42.42 0.69 AM0464-a
J004509+415003 00:45:09.68 +41:50:03.80 2.08 AM0464-a
J004510+410927 00:45:10.36 +41:09:27.00 17.69 AM0464-a
J004510+413255 00:45:10.88 +41:32:55.25 2.05 AB0647-b
J004511+411124 00:45:11.18 +41:11:24.70 9.65 AC0308-1
J004511+411152 00:45:11.42 +41:11:52.70 103.60 AC0308-2
J004511+410854 00:45:11.70 +41:08:54.05 5.79 AH0221-a 24.97 1.37 -0.96
J004511+411131 00:45:11.79 +41:11:31.44 19.95 AH0221-a
J004512+413712 00:45:12.35 +41:37:12.30 2.60 AM0464-a
J004512+413714 00:45:12.35 +41:37:14.50 5.03 AB0647-b
J004512+413659 00:45:12.52 +41:36:59.46 1.41 AB0647-a
J004512+412053 00:45:12.71 +41:20:53.23 0.43 AM0464-a
J004513+413610 00:45:13.77 +41:36:10.40 3.55 AB0647-b
J004513+413701 00:45:13.88 +41:37:01.70 8.08 AC0308-2
J004513+413616* 00:45:13.98 +41:36:16.60 2.60 AM0464-a
J004516+411907 00:45:16.83 +41:19:07.70 4.50 AC0308-2
J004517+405700 00:45:17.32 +40:57:00.37 14.91 AH0221-a 8.52 0.58 0.37




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004517+405705 00:45:17.79 +40:57:05.30 3.16 AC0308-2
J004517+410647 00:45:17.96 +41:06:47.31 3.58 AH0221-a 4.25 0.49 -0.11
J004520+413933 00:45:20.00 +41:39:33.88 1.63 AB0647-b
J004520+413934 00:45:20.85 +41:39:34.60 1.78 AM0464-a
J004521+403744 00:45:21.36 +40:37:44.20 4.58 AC0308-1
J004524+415541 00:45:24.04 +41:55:41.55 2.12 AB0647-b
J004524+415535 00:45:24.41 +41:55:35.80 1.31 AM0464-a 4.98 0.62 -0.88
J004525+414553 00:45:25.88 +41:45:53.80 4.57 AC0308-2
J004527+414309 00:45:27.00 +41:43:09.13 0.82 AB0647-a
J004527+414259 00:45:27.06 +41:42:59.83 1.46 AB0647-b
J004527+414303* 00:45:27.64 +41:43:03.20 2.05 AM0464-a
J004529+414456 00:45:29.50 +41:44:56.47 1.45 AB0647-b
J004537+414658 00:45:37.33 +41:46:58.70 6.00 AC0308-2
J004537+405200 00:45:37.77 +40:52:00.38 4.78 AH0221-a 15.35 1.04 -0.76
J004538+404627 00:45:38.10 +40:46:27.00 8.70 AC0308-1
J004538+414715 00:45:38.98 +41:47:15.58 1.21 AB0647-a
J004539+414712* 00:45:39.53 +41:47:12.20 1.15 AM0464-a
J004539+411221 00:45:39.67 +41:12:21.30 17.04 AM0464-a
J004539+411225 00:45:39.76 +41:12:25.68 12.85 AH0221-a
J004539+411223 00:45:39.87 +41:12:23.20 8.39 AB0647-a
J004539+411220 00:45:39.95 +41:12:20.00 12.72 AB0647-b 109.30 8.91 -1.41
J004540+411214 00:45:40.11 +41:12:14.00 39.35 AC0308-2
J004542+412106 00:45:42.48 +41:21:06.90 3.36 AC0308-2
J004542+411123 00:45:42.49 +41:11:23.40 4.12 AM0464-a
J004542+415518 00:45:42.74 +41:55:18.30 8.38 AC0308-2
J004542+415303 00:45:42.80 +41:53:03.72 1.14 AB0647-b
J004543+411118 00:45:43.03 +41:11:18.30 9.73 AH0221-a 35.01 1.69 -0.84
J004543+415259 00:45:43.05 +41:52:59.51 0.85 AM0464-a
J004544+404425 00:45:44.01 +40:44:25.69 1.75 AH0221-a 46.56 2.57 -2.15
J004553+413314 00:45:53.32 +41:33:14.04 1.09 AB0647-a
J004553+413320 00:45:53.52 +41:33:20.21 0.65 AM0464-a
J004554+413318 00:45:54.06 +41:33:18.07 2.42 AB0647-b
J004555+415642 00:45:55.13 +41:56:42.74 0.91 AM0464-a
J004556+415614 00:45:56.47 +41:56:14.86 2.03 AB0647-b
J004557+415610 00:45:57.29 +41:56:10.32 0.51 AB0647-a
J004557+415607 00:45:57.61 +41:56:07.94 2.69 AH0221-a 7.00 0.55 -0.63
J004557+415605 00:45:57.63 +41:56:05.80 1.78 AM0464-a
J004601+412321 00:46:01.61 +41:23:21.40 2.19 AB0647-b
J004601+412318 00:46:01.64 +41:23:18.65 1.11 AM0464-a
J004601+412319 00:46:01.81 +41:23:19.96 0.90 AB0647-a
J004602+412322 00:46:02.34 +41:23:22.60 4.77 AC0308-2
J004602+404806 00:46:02.56 +40:48:06.35 30.82 AH0221-a 327.84 16.52 -1.55
J004602+404811 00:46:02.96 +40:48:11.90 7.48 AC0308-2
J004605+422035 00:46:05.85 +42:20:35.23 4.47 AH0221-a 12.09 0.86 -0.65
J004606+422044 00:46:06.21 +42:20:44.30 5.86 AC0308-2
J004608+420349 00:46:08.75 +42:03:49.21 0.67 AM0464-a
J004608+420522 00:46:08.89 +42:05:22.50 2.44 AC0308-2
J004608+420357 00:46:08.93 +42:03:57.13 3.29 AH0221-a
J004609+415449 00:46:09.09 +41:54:49.50 4.75 AC0308-2
J004609+415439 00:46:09.19 +41:54:39.90 2.99 AB0647-b
J004609+420525 00:46:09.23 +42:05:25.01 3.48 AH0221-a 8.27 0.67 -0.57
J004609+421900 00:46:09.42 +42:19:00.90 4.99 AC0308-2
J004609+415438 00:46:09.50 +41:54:38.40 3.68 AM0464-a
J004609+415301 00:46:09.61 +41:53:01.50 3.58 AC0308-2
J004609+412315 00:46:09.62 +41:23:15.44 0.96 AM0464-a
J004609+422203 00:46:09.66 +42:22:03.54 3.59 AH0221-a 13.72 1.03 -0.88
J004609+412312 00:46:09.73 +41:23:12.61 1.45 AB0647-a
J004610+422158 00:46:10.14 +42:21:58.40 4.73 AC0308-2
J004610+412314 00:46:10.60 +41:23:14.68 1.76 AB0647-b
J004610+412316 00:46:10.87 +41:23:16.70 3.41 AC0308-2
J004611+420412 00:46:11.41 +42:04:12.71 1.72 AB0647-a
J004612+420405 00:46:12.40 +42:04:05.00 2.25 AM0464-a
J004612+404708 00:46:12.48 +40:47:08.98 5.41 AH0221-a
J004612+420413 00:46:12.79 +42:04:13.47 5.99 AH0221-a 14.37 0.84 -0.57
J004615+404652 00:46:15.45 +40:46:52.33 4.64 AH0221-a
J004617+414232 00:46:17.21 +41:42:32.10 1.32 AM0464-a
J004620+412447 00:46:20.88 +41:24:47.45 1.45 AB0647-b
J004621+412446 00:46:21.17 +41:24:46.60 4.48 AC0308-2 7.14 0.53 -0.31
J004621+414422 00:46:21.95 +41:44:22.50 2.73 AB0647-b
J004622+414420 00:46:22.16 +41:44:20.00 6.02 AM0464-a
J004622+414423 00:46:22.22 +41:44:23.49 1.37 AB0647-a
J004622+414419 00:46:22.66 +41:44:19.50 3.27 AC0308-2
J004626+411935 00:46:26.32 +41:19:35.80 11.06 AM0464-a
J004626+411933 00:46:26.94 +41:19:33.84 4.05 AH0221-a 168.69 11.57 -2.44
J004627+411936 00:46:27.09 +41:19:36.20 49.17 AC0308-2





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004629+413759 00:46:29.65 +41:37:59.90 4.71 AC0308-2
J004632+422349 00:46:32.07 +42:23:49.28 2.56 AH0221-a 7.84 0.90 -0.73
J004633+421141 00:46:33.94 +42:11:41.00 6.77 AC0308-2
J004634+422653 00:46:34.60 +42:26:53.80 9.87 AC0308-2
J004635+422651 00:46:35.06 +42:26:51.46 8.04 AH0221-a
J004635+422714 00:46:35.28 +42:27:14.09 5.49 AH0221-a
J004636+423154 00:46:36.79 +42:31:54.80 7.80 AC0308-2
J004636+423158 00:46:36.96 +42:31:58.40 33.96 AH0221-a 146.43 7.22 -0.96
J004637+415342 00:46:37.00 +41:53:42.20 0.98 AM0464-a
J004637+405425 00:46:37.32 +40:54:25.90 9.13 AC0308-2
J004638+405423 00:46:38.60 +40:54:23.52 8.01 AH0221-a
J004639+421235 00:46:39.44 +42:12:35.55 8.38 AH0221-a 13.60 1.01 -0.32
J004640+415419 00:46:40.17 +41:54:19.90 1.47 AM0464-a
J004640+421235 00:46:40.19 +42:12:35.20 9.90 AC0308-2
J004640+415423 00:46:40.62 +41:54:23.41 2.48 AH0221-a
J004641+414040 00:46:41.57 +41:40:40.84 1.07 AB0647-b
J004641+414036 00:46:41.64 +41:40:36.40 3.09 AM0464-a
J004641+415450 00:46:41.72 +41:54:50.35 1.72 AB0647-b
J004641+414036 00:46:41.85 +41:40:36.80 8.53 AC0308-2
J004642+415500 00:46:42.38 +41:55:00.00 2.94 AM0464-a
J004642+415503 00:46:42.73 +41:55:03.17 2.12 AH0221-a 12.22 0.78 -1.15
J004643+415502 00:46:43.29 +41:55:02.70 9.10 AC0308-2
J004645+412901 00:46:45.26 +41:29:01.54 0.33 AM0464-a
J004646+414314 00:46:46.19 +41:43:14.00 3.06 AC0308-2
J004647+411406 00:46:47.23 +41:14:06.27 0.35 AM0464-a
J004647+420848 00:46:47.79 +42:08:48.60 18.02 AM0464-a
J004647+421410 00:46:47.98 +42:14:10.60 10.43 AC0308-2
J004648+420854 00:46:48.11 +42:08:54.40 123.20 AC0308-2
J004648+420856 00:46:48.19 +42:08:56.90 111.50 AH0221-a 450.86 19.58 -0.92
J004648+411417 00:46:48.23 +41:14:17.60 16.28 AC0308-2
J004648+411404 00:46:48.84 +41:14:04.66 1.28 AB0647-b
J004649+411403 00:46:49.04 +41:14:03.69 8.63 AH0221-a 52.49 2.82 -1.18
J004650+410451 00:46:50.98 +41:04:51.70 1.97 AC0308-2
J004651+421602 00:46:51.58 +42:16:02.90 2.54 AC0308-2
J004651+410446 00:46:51.77 +41:04:46.76 6.30 AH0221-a 34.51 1.95 -1.11
J004653+414908 00:46:53.36 +41:49:08.64 1.70 AB0647-a
J004653+414911 00:46:53.44 +41:49:11.30 10.24 AC0308-2
J004657+411141 00:46:57.66 +41:11:41.00 3.63 AC0308-2
J004702+413139 00:47:02.61 +41:31:39.40 4.20 AC0308-2
J004709+414246 00:47:09.38 +41:42:46.00 1.35 AM0464-a
J004713+414023 00:47:13.85 +41:40:23.44 1.37 AM0464-a
J004714+414022 00:47:14.37 +41:40:22.12 4.17 AH0221-a
J004722+415851 00:47:22.56 +41:58:51.01 0.94 AM0464-a
J004723+415855 00:47:23.32 +41:58:55.90 5.08 AC0308-2 13.73 0.75 -0.65
J004725+413205 00:47:25.85 +41:32:05.84 1.31 AM0464-a
J004726+413202 00:47:26.56 +41:32:02.30 12.67 AC0308-2
J004726+421910 00:47:26.98 +42:19:10.10 2.67 AC0308-2
J004726+413158 00:47:26.99 +41:31:58.76 9.71 AH0221-a 49.06 2.00 -1.06
J004730+414921 00:47:30.31 +41:49:21.17 1.46 AM0464-a
J004730+414921 00:47:30.77 +41:49:21.40 2.89 AC0308-2
J004731+414925 00:47:31.27 +41:49:25.54 3.00 AH0221-a 13.75 0.71 -1.00
J004736+420337 00:47:36.75 +42:03:37.30 2.11 AC0308-2
J004738+422023 00:47:38.54 +42:20:23.56 8.30 AH0221-a
J004748+414152 00:47:48.66 +41:41:52.99 0.74 AM0464-a
J004749+414152 00:47:49.10 +41:41:52.71 4.57 AH0221-a
J004749+414148 00:47:49.61 +41:41:48.60 7.10 AC0308-2
J004749+414147 00:47:49.99 +41:41:47.79 5.91 AH0221-a
J004756+413234 00:47:56.82 +41:32:34.61 2.47 AH0221-a
J004808+423656 00:48:08.39 +42:36:56.56 2.51 AH0221-a
J004822+422502 00:48:22.92 +42:25:02.70 3.24 AC0308-2
J004830+413718 00:48:30.76 +41:37:18.32 4.67 AH0221-a 19.35 1.23 -0.93
J004845+413658 00:48:45.46 +41:36:58.90 4.19 AC0308-2
J004846+413706 00:48:46.92 +41:37:06.97 2.06 AH0221-a
J004903+420801 00:49:03.76 +42:08:01.62 1.44 AH0221-a
J004911+413557 00:49:11.50 +41:35:57.53 2.14 AH0221-a 13.02 0.85 -1.18
J004912+415702 00:49:12.99 +41:57:02.33 2.89 AH0221-a 71.33 3.38 -2.10
J004939+413718 00:49:39.56 +41:37:18.68 2.21 AH0221-a
J003949+410420 00:39:49.61 +41:04:20.70 10.51 AB0437-a 1 3 7.87 33.49
00:39:49.70 +41:04:21.20 6.40 AM0464-a 1 3
00:39:49.75 +41:04:19.80 6.71 AC0308-3 1 3
J003956+411137 00:39:56.54 +41:11:37.00 75.94 AB0437-a 2 3 57.24 32.67
00:39:56.57 +41:11:37.90 49.49 AC0308-3 2 3
00:39:56.62 +41:11:36.80 46.29 AM0464-a 2 3
J004044+404845 00:40:44.26 +40:48:45.70 14.22 AB0437-b 3 4 12.50 31.89
00:40:44.29 +40:48:46.59 8.51 AH0221-a 3 4




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
00:40:44.38 +40:48:44.76 11.97 AM0464-a 3 4 49.89 6.24 -0.91
00:40:44.38 +40:48:47.60 15.28 AB0437-a 3 4
J004055+405722 00:40:55.78 +40:57:22.90 27.88 AC0308-3 4 6 28.09 9.06
00:40:55.79 +40:57:22.40 27.53 AB0437-b 4 6
00:40:55.87 +40:57:24.30 29.09 AB0437-a 4 6
00:40:55.88 +40:57:23.48 25.55 AH0221-a 4 6 149.33 7.59 -1.09
00:40:55.94 +40:57:23.80 29.02 AM0464-a 4 6
00:40:56.08 +40:57:22.70 29.50 AB0491-a 4 6
J004016+405825 00:40:16.70 +40:58:25.20 22.20 AC0308-3 5 6 21.58 34.98 129.62 4.45 -1.17
00:40:16.75 +40:58:24.10 24.72 AB0437-b 5 6
00:40:16.83 +40:58:26.40 24.14 AB0437-a 5 6
00:40:16.91 +40:58:26.10 22.83 AM0464-a 5 6
00:40:16.93 +40:58:24.36 14.03 AH0221-a 5 6
00:40:17.03 +40:58:24.80 21.55 AB0491-a 5 6
J004024+410709 00:40:24.53 +41:07:09.50 28.32 AB0437-b 6 5 28.22 6.93
00:40:24.55 +41:07:09.60 28.92 AC0308-3 6 5
00:40:24.58 +41:07:11.40 30.17 AB0437-a 6 5 82.98 6.03 -0.71
00:40:24.66 +41:07:11.70 26.97 AM0464-a 6 5
00:40:24.78 +41:07:11.30 26.70 AB0491-a 6 5
J004013+410842 00:40:13.51 +41:08:42.80 42.21 AC0308-3 7 3 41.21 26.55
00:40:13.52 +41:08:43.20 51.15 AB0437-a 7 3
00:40:13.60 +41:08:44.20 30.27 AB0491-a 7 3
J004054+411147 00:40:54.62 +41:11:47.20 1.55 AB0437-a 8 3 1.56 3.62
00:40:54.64 +41:11:47.62 1.52 AM0464-a 8 3
00:40:54.71 +41:11:48.10 1.62 AH0524-a 8 3
J004129+405059 00:41:29.47 +40:50:59.30 4.39 AB0437-b 9 3 3.01 48.78
00:41:29.48 +40:51:01.17 1.54 AM0464-a 9 3
00:41:29.59 +40:51:02.40 3.09 AB0437-a 9 3
J004121+405259 00:41:21.55 +40:52:59.80 4.51 AB0437-b 10 6 3.91 31.20
00:41:21.56 +40:53:02.50 4.10 AB0437-a 10 6
00:41:21.61 +40:53:00.50 4.73 AM0464-a 10 6 23.22 1.56 -1.17
00:41:21.62 +40:53:01.90 2.93 AH0221-a 10 6
00:41:21.75 +40:53:00.30 4.50 AB0491-a 10 6
00:41:21.89 +40:52:59.80 2.69 AC0308-3 10 6
J004151+405433 00:41:51.54 +40:54:33.00 2.19 AM0464-a 11 2 2.31 5.19 10.29 0.52 -0.98
00:41:51.55 +40:54:34.30 2.43 AB0437-a 11 2
J004141+410334 00:41:41.01 +41:03:34.00 49.17 AB0437-a 12 4 48.78 6.53
00:41:41.12 +41:03:36.30 51.05 AH0524-a 12 4
00:41:41.14 +41:03:34.42 45.59 AH0221-a 12 4
00:41:41.14 +41:03:34.40 49.30 AM0464-a 12 4 157.15 6.33 -0.77
J004130+410501 00:41:30.19 +41:05:01.50 2.49 AB0437-a 13 3 2.12 33.12
00:41:30.23 +41:05:03.02 1.42 AM0464-a 13 3
00:41:30.26 +41:05:03.80 2.46 AH0524-a 13 3
J004119+411041 00:41:19.59 +41:10:41.10 7.64 AC0308-3 14 6 16.94 54.90
00:41:19.62 +41:10:40.90 20.08 AB0437-a 14 6
00:41:19.65 +41:10:42.85 16.51 AH0221-a 14 6
00:41:19.68 +41:10:41.40 18.22 AM0464-a 14 6
00:41:19.74 +41:10:42.90 19.57 AH0524-a 14 6 69.46 3.43 -0.92
00:41:19.75 +41:10:43.00 19.63 AC0308-1 14 6
J004100+411352 00:41:00.14 +41:13:52.90 6.53 AB0437-a 15 4 5.73 49.43
00:41:00.24 +41:13:52.70 5.95 AM0464-a 15 4
00:41:00.26 +41:13:54.40 7.56 AH0524-a 15 4 15.44 0.86 -0.65
00:41:00.37 +41:13:55.40 2.90 AC0308-3 15 4
J004150+411436 00:41:50.75 +41:14:36.00 27.74 AC0308-1 16 6 24.13 14.97
00:41:50.77 +41:14:35.00 23.04 AB0437-a 16 6
00:41:50.87 +41:14:36.70 26.57 AH0524-a 16 6
00:41:50.92 +41:14:37.35 21.45 AH0221-a 16 6 134.96 5.10 -1.13
00:41:50.94 +41:14:35.30 22.38 AM0464-a 16 6
00:41:51.02 +41:14:34.00 23.59 AB0491-a 16 6
J004147+411845 00:41:47.62 +41:18:45.60 43.74 AB0437-a 17 11 39.87 59.49
00:41:47.69 +41:18:46.40 50.49 AH0524-a 17 11
00:41:47.75 +41:18:45.00 31.13 AM0464-a 17 11
00:41:47.82 +41:18:46.50 47.38 AC0308-1 17 11
00:41:47.93 +41:18:47.96 30.44 AH0139-a 17 11
00:41:47.94 +41:18:47.80 50.82 AC0101-a 17 11
00:41:47.98 +41:18:48.60 48.35 AB0551-a 17 11
00:41:47.99 +41:18:47.19 16.15 AT0149-a 17 11
00:41:48.01 +41:18:46.46 23.96 AH0221-a 17 11
00:41:48.02 +41:18:48.20 47.23 AB0679-a 17 11
00:41:48.03 +41:18:48.10 48.86 AB0679-b 17 11
J004111+404606 00:41:11.96 +40:46:06.39 2.03 AB0437-b 18 2 1.59 27.67
00:41:12.00 +40:46:07.30 1.15 AB0437-a 18 2
J003927+405425 00:39:27.00 +40:54:25.70 3.02 AH0221-a 19 2 3.82 20.84 12.72 0.74 -0.79
00:39:27.05 +40:54:25.00 4.61 AB0437-b 19 2
J004013+405005 00:40:13.52 +40:50:05.90 49.07 AB0437-b 20 5 39.29 38.30





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
00:40:13.55 +40:50:05.70 44.06 AC0308-3 20 5
00:40:13.64 +40:50:06.20 38.07 AM0464-a 20 5
00:40:13.76 +40:50:05.18 24.24 AH0221-a 20 5
00:40:13.84 +40:50:05.90 40.99 AB0491-a 20 5
J004140+410332 00:41:40.92 +41:03:32.20 48.44 AB0437-b 21 3 40.63 37.06
00:41:41.08 +41:03:32.10 25.57 AC0308-3 21 3
00:41:41.24 +41:03:32.00 47.87 AB0491-a 21 3
J004111+403328 00:41:11.43 +40:33:28.70 5.86 AM0464-a 22 2 5.37 9.12
00:41:11.55 +40:33:27.80 4.88 AB0491-a 22 2
J004112+404602 00:41:12.19 +40:46:02.50 1.89 AM0464-a 23 2 1.88 0.27
00:41:12.22 +40:46:03.60 1.88 AB0491-a 23 2
J004152+404643 00:41:52.28 +40:46:43.10 3.60 AM0464-a 24 3 3.65 15.62
00:41:52.35 +40:46:42.81 3.13 AH0221-a 24 3
00:41:52.46 +40:46:43.30 4.22 AB0491-a 24 3
J004247+410118* 00:42:47.16 +41:01:18.40 4.09 AB0491-a 25 3 2.87 42.67
00:42:47.29 +41:01:18.51 1.99 AB0551-a 25 3
00:42:47.38 +41:01:19.50 2.52 AM0464-a 25 3
J004141+410334 00:41:41.39 +41:03:34.60 41.36 AC0308-1 26 6 40.31 60.61
00:41:41.46 +41:03:37.40 44.77 AB0551-a 26 6
00:41:41.50 +41:03:38.90 45.71 AB0679-a 26 6
00:41:41.51 +41:03:35.74 15.88 AT0149-a 26 6
00:41:41.52 +41:03:39.00 47.92 AB0679-b 26 6
00:41:41.57 +41:03:37.50 46.25 AC0101-a 26 6
J004120+411044 00:41:20.12 +41:10:44.70 18.97 AB0551-a 27 3 19.23 2.32
00:41:20.17 +41:10:45.10 19.05 AB0679-b 27 3
00:41:20.18 +41:10:45.30 19.68 AB0679-a 27 3
J004100+411356 00:41:00.67 +41:13:56.20 3.77 AC0308-1 28 4 6.07 37.89
00:41:00.71 +41:13:58.30 5.53 AB0551-a 28 4
00:41:00.81 +41:13:56.90 7.78 AB0679-a 28 4
00:41:00.92 +41:13:57.10 7.20 AB0679-b 28 4
J004151+411439 00:41:51.14 +41:14:39.38 17.68 AH0139-a 29 5 24.36 27.43
00:41:51.15 +41:14:36.80 26.79 AC0101-a 29 5
00:41:51.17 +41:14:38.60 25.46 AB0551-a 29 5
00:41:51.21 +41:14:38.50 25.70 AB0679-a 29 5
00:41:51.22 +41:14:38.40 26.19 AB0679-b 29 5
J004139+413031 00:41:39.52 +41:30:31.90 16.92 AC0308-1 30 4 28.36 40.34
00:41:39.54 +41:30:33.00 30.88 AB0551-a 30 4
00:41:39.60 +41:30:31.30 32.32 AB0679-a 30 4
00:41:39.62 +41:30:31.60 33.32 AB0679-b 30 4
J004221+410801 00:42:21.98 +41:08:01.36 5.59 AH0221-a 31 6 4.48 44.15 17.48 0.95 -0.89
00:42:22.02 +41:08:00.70 4.48 AM0464-a 31 6
00:42:22.03 +41:08:05.43 2.50 AH0139-a 31 6
00:42:22.08 +41:08:03.70 4.86 AB0679-b 31 6
00:42:22.09 +41:08:03.80 4.80 AB0679-a 31 6
00:42:22.13 +41:08:02.30 4.63 AB0551-a 31 6
J004203+412637 00:42:03.19 +41:26:37.90 5.85 AB0679-a 32 3 5.58 8.37 27.05 7.05 -1.03
00:42:03.26 +41:26:39.40 5.11 AB0551-a 32 3
00:42:03.29 +41:26:38.10 5.77 AB0679-b 32 3
J004251+412634 00:42:51.49 +41:26:34.10 19.93 AC0308-1 33 6 24.70 19.32
00:42:51.60 +41:26:32.50 26.30 AB0679-a 33 6
00:42:51.61 +41:26:32.50 27.03 AB0679-b 33 6
00:42:51.63 +41:26:34.58 24.88 AH0221-a 33 6 37.23 1.90 -0.27
00:42:51.63 +41:26:32.80 25.10 AC0101-a 33 6
00:42:51.63 +41:26:33.30 24.97 AB0551-a 33 6
J004218+412924 00:42:18.83 +41:29:24.30 360.90 AC0101-a 34 5 339.38 16.05
00:42:18.85 +41:29:24.00 348.50 AB0679-a 34 5
00:42:18.85 +41:29:25.10 346.30 AB0551-a 34 5
00:42:18.86 +41:29:24.10 356.30 AB0679-b 34 5
00:42:18.94 +41:29:25.00 284.90 AC0308-1 34 5
J004326+411912 00:43:26.11 +41:19:12.27 3.57 AH0139-a 35 5 4.86 26.57
00:43:26.15 +41:19:11.90 4.76 AB0679-a 35 5
00:43:26.16 +41:19:11.80 5.09 AB0679-b 35 5
00:43:26.25 +41:19:11.40 5.41 AB0551-a 35 5
00:43:26.29 +41:19:11.96 5.48 AH0221-a 35 5 7.97 0.62 -0.32
J004336+412022 00:43:36.40 +41:20:22.40 18.52 AC0101-a 36 3 19.93 10.27
00:43:36.53 +41:20:21.10 21.98 AB0551-a 36 3
00:43:36.62 +41:20:21.40 19.30 AC0308-1 36 3
J004344+412839 00:43:44.43 +41:28:39.90 23.83 AB0679-a 37 3 23.50 3.80
00:43:44.44 +41:28:39.90 24.07 AB0679-b 37 3
00:43:44.54 +41:28:41.20 22.61 AB0551-a 37 3
J004417+411339 00:44:17.88 +41:13:39.60 13.33 AB0679-a 38 3 12.72 10.56
00:44:17.94 +41:13:39.60 13.46 AB0679-b 38 3
00:44:18.07 +41:13:40.30 11.38 AB0551-a 38 3
J004423+413042 00:44:23.80 +41:30:42.40 12.22 AB0551-a 39 3 10.63 20.01
00:44:23.90 +41:30:43.10 8.50 AB0647-a 39 3




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
00:44:24.02 +41:30:44.20 11.16 AB0647-b 39 3
J004318+411725 00:43:18.05 +41:17:25.20 5.00 AC0101-a 40 3 6.68 31.44
00:43:18.14 +41:17:25.70 8.78 AB0551-a 40 3
00:43:18.28 +41:17:24.90 6.26 AM0464-a 40 3
J004510+410925 00:45:10.58 +41:09:25.60 3.89 AB0647-a 41 2 4.95 21.33
00:45:10.71 +41:09:25.90 6.00 AB0647-b 41 2
J004511+411131 00:45:11.56 +41:11:31.90 20.08 AM0464-a 42 3 14.53 38.20
00:45:11.60 +41:11:32.10 9.85 AB0647-a 42 3
00:45:11.61 +41:11:31.60 13.66 AB0647-b 42 3
J004418+411341 00:44:18.29 +41:13:41.70 3.95 AB0647-a 43 3 7.92 50.15
00:44:18.38 +41:13:40.20 10.55 AM0464-a 43 3
00:44:18.52 +41:13:40.10 9.27 AC0308-2 43 3
J004513+411449 00:45:13.30 +41:14:49.60 15.03 AM0464-a 44 5 15.49 53.84
00:45:13.33 +41:14:51.10 8.45 AB0647-a 44 5
00:45:13.41 +41:14:50.70 11.17 AB0647-b 44 5
00:45:13.43 +41:14:48.90 23.83 AC0308-2 44 5
00:45:13.54 +41:14:47.97 18.97 AH0221-a 44 5 60.99 3.13 -0.90
J004426+411526 00:44:26.32 +41:15:26.80 9.98 AM0464-a 45 3 6.59 51.37
00:44:26.45 +41:15:26.90 3.78 AB0647-a 45 3 28.58 4.85 -0.96
00:44:26.56 +41:15:28.00 6.02 AB0647-b 45 3
J004626+411937 00:46:26.61 +41:19:37.40 11.37 AB0647-b 46 2 10.02 13.53
00:46:26.63 +41:19:38.30 8.66 AB0647-a 46 2
J004337+412024 00:43:37.08 +41:20:24.20 7.81 AB0647-a 47 2 18.47 57.72
00:43:37.25 +41:20:24.30 29.13 AM0464-a 47 2
J004501+412453 00:45:01.75 +41:24:53.30 44.35 AM0464-a 48 3 36.00 26.06
00:45:01.89 +41:24:53.80 26.62 AB0647-a 48 3 140.35 9.10 -0.89
00:45:01.89 +41:24:53.80 37.03 AB0647-b 48 3
J004251+412638 00:42:51.68 +41:26:38.10 10.03 AB0647-b 49 2 8.46 18.63
00:42:51.76 +41:26:39.20 6.88 AB0647-a 49 2
J004344+412843 00:43:44.72 +41:28:43.60 12.89 AB0647-a 50 4 18.53 31.48
00:43:44.74 +41:28:43.35 21.72 AH0221-a 50 4 105.96 4.70 -1.14
00:43:44.76 +41:28:44.10 15.14 AB0647-b 50 4
00:43:44.78 +41:28:43.20 24.36 AM0464-a 50 4
J004218+412930 00:42:18.89 +41:29:30.10 106.70 AB0647-a 51 2 131.30 18.74
00:42:18.89 +41:29:30.60 155.90 AB0647-b 51 2
J004450+414029 00:44:50.16 +41:40:29.50 4.23 AB0647-a 52 2 5.28 19.89
00:44:50.18 +41:40:29.00 6.33 AB0647-b 52 2
J004436+414512 00:44:36.95 +41:45:12.50 5.75 AB0647-a 53 2 6.81 15.63
00:44:37.06 +41:45:13.80 7.88 AB0647-b 53 2
J004424+415421 00:44:24.66 +41:54:21.70 3.73 AB0647-a 54 2 4.86 23.17 26.01 1.50 -1.10
00:44:24.74 +41:54:21.50 5.98 AB0647-b 54 2
J004541+415507 00:45:41.90 +41:55:07.80 3.29 AB0647-a 55 2 3.67 10.35
00:45:41.99 +41:55:07.60 4.05 AM0464-a 55 2
J004359+415716 00:43:59.06 +41:57:16.20 51.53 AB0647-b 56 2 44.92 14.70 438.23 26.92 -1.49
00:43:59.15 +41:57:16.80 38.32 AB0647-a 56 2
J004235+415746 00:42:35.75 +41:57:46.20 76.87 AC0496-a 57 4 44.17 74.05 183.44 14.01 -0.93
00:42:35.77 +41:57:43.40 24.40 AB0647-b 57 4
00:42:35.84 +41:57:44.50 16.73 AB0647-a 57 4
00:42:35.90 +41:57:46.40 58.66 AC0308-1 57 4
J004647+420852 00:46:47.64 +42:08:52.00 5.89 AB0647-a 58 2 6.76 12.93
00:46:47.69 +42:08:52.30 7.64 AB0647-b 58 2
J004653+414908 00:46:53.09 +41:49:08.30 2.82 AB0647-b 59 2 5.21 45.93
00:46:53.10 +41:49:06.50 7.61 AM0464-a 59 2
J004509+414956 00:45:09.65 +41:49:56.87 2.04 AB0647-a 60 2 2.62 21.99
00:45:09.72 +41:49:58.20 3.19 AB0647-b 60 2
J004542+415510 00:45:42.01 +41:55:10.47 2.75 AH0221-a 61 2 3.46 20.63
00:45:42.05 +41:55:10.60 4.18 AB0647-b 61 2 10.51 0.79 -0.73
J004146+411639 00:41:46.47 +41:16:39.50 5.18 AB0679-a 62 2 4.71 9.86
00:41:46.60 +41:16:39.70 4.25 AB0679-b 62 2
J004108+412454 00:41:08.11 +41:24:54.70 10.76 AB0679-a 63 2 12.15 11.44
00:41:08.18 +41:24:55.20 13.54 AB0679-b 63 2
J004152+412439 00:41:52.30 +41:24:39.70 5.45 AB0679-b 64 2 4.95 10.21
00:41:52.38 +41:24:39.80 4.44 AB0679-a 64 2
J004145+412621 00:41:45.49 +41:26:21.50 6.78 AB0679-a 65 2 6.80 0.29
00:41:45.56 +41:26:20.90 6.82 AB0679-b 65 2
J004247+411525 00:42:47.77 +41:15:25.86 1.10 AH0139-a 66 5 4.26 233.49
00:42:47.85 +41:15:27.10 2.51 AB0679-b 66 5
00:42:47.86 +41:15:27.40 2.38 AB0679-a 66 5
00:42:47.89 +41:15:29.60 14.20 AH0524-a 66 5
00:42:47.92 +41:15:28.26 1.10 AH0221-a 66 5
J004250+411610 00:42:50.34 +41:16:10.40 0.98 AT0149-a 67 5 5.66 101.06
00:42:50.36 +41:16:12.20 9.44 AB0679-a 67 5
00:42:50.38 +41:16:13.90 11.38 AB0679-b 67 5
00:42:50.39 +41:16:10.29 4.26 AH0221-a 67 5 8.26 0.70 -0.25
00:42:50.40 +41:16:10.67 2.24 AH0139-a 67 5





























Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
J004226+411804 00:42:26.61 +41:18:04.83 1.63 AH0221-a 68 3 1.66 1.81 3.65 0.59 -0.52
00:42:26.71 +41:18:05.10 1.67 AB0679-b 68 3
00:42:26.71 +41:18:05.20 1.68 AB0679-a 68 3
J004248+411945 00:42:48.99 +41:19:45.90 1.31 AB0679-a 69 2 1.37 4.38
00:42:49.02 +41:19:46.00 1.43 AB0679-b 69 2
J004220+412638 00:42:20.56 +41:26:38.60 4.69 AB0679-a 70 2 4.92 4.58
00:42:20.57 +41:26:38.50 5.14 AB0679-b 70 2
J004223+412905 00:42:23.49 +41:29:05.60 4.39 AB0679-b 71 2 2.92 50.09
00:42:23.49 +41:29:06.40 1.46 AB0679-a 71 2
J004317+411723 00:43:17.94 +41:17:23.40 7.63 AB0679-a 72 3 6.18 50.81
00:43:17.96 +41:17:23.30 7.87 AB0679-b 72 3
00:43:18.00 +41:17:22.58 3.04 AH0221-a 72 3 22.85 0.70 -0.86
J004337+412026 00:43:37.22 +41:20:26.60 31.64 AB0679-a 73 2 31.23 1.33
00:43:37.22 +41:20:26.80 30.81 AB0679-b 73 2
J004338+412648 00:43:38.67 +41:26:48.00 2.27 AB0679-b 74 2 2.19 3.65
00:43:38.68 +41:26:48.50 2.11 AB0679-a 74 2
J004425+411525 00:44:25.91 +41:15:25.80 10.40 AB0679-a 75 2 10.50 0.95
00:44:25.93 +41:15:25.70 10.60 AB0679-b 75 2
J004406+413107 00:44:06.91 +41:31:07.60 5.65 AB0679-b 76 2 4.38 29.00
00:44:06.91 +41:31:08.70 3.11 AB0679-a 76 2
J004354+404636 00:43:54.34 +40:46:36.20 122.30 AC0308-1 77 2 130.10 6.00
00:43:54.38 +40:46:34.50 137.90 AH0221-a 77 2 530.96 26.03 -0.92
J004341+405429 00:43:41.03 +40:54:29.83 40.76 AH0221-a 78 2 54.73 25.53
00:43:41.10 +40:54:28.90 68.71 AC0308-1 78 2 191.13 7.32 -0.82
J004358+415716 00:43:58.78 +41:57:16.90 104.80 AC0496-a 79 2 104.40 0.38
00:43:58.83 +41:57:17.10 104.00 AC0308-1 79 2
J004611+420408 00:46:11.74 +42:04:08.00 7.61 AC0308-2 80 2 4.95 53.89
00:46:11.82 +42:04:07.89 2.28 AB0647-b 80 2
J004758+420513 00:47:58.94 +42:05:13.00 14.50 AC0308-2 81 2 9.50 52.71
00:47:59.10 +42:05:13.54 4.49 AH0221-a 81 2 99.94 5.07 -1.54
J004111+402411 00:41:11.30 +40:24:11.01 11.50 AH0221-a 82 2 12.04 4.45 45.74 2.58 -0.87
00:41:11.43 +40:24:10.30 12.57 AC0308-3 82 2
J004030+402756 00:40:30.17 +40:27:56.30 5.20 AC0308-3 83 2 5.41 3.88
00:40:30.30 +40:27:55.50 5.62 AM0464-a 83 2 11.79 0.79 -0.51
J003936+403345 00:39:36.61 +40:33:45.50 4.39 AM0464-a 84 2 4.42 0.79
00:39:36.71 +40:33:45.90 4.46 AC0308-3 84 2
J004046+405525 00:40:46.50 +40:55:25.84 1.20 AB0437-b 85 2 2.46 51.12
00:40:46.61 +40:55:24.80 3.71 AC0308-3 85 2
J003935+411432 00:39:35.96 +41:14:32.73 4.74 AH0524-a 86 2 4.35 8.97
00:39:36.06 +41:14:33.10 3.96 AC0308-3 86 2
J003918+410301 00:39:18.49 +41:03:01.03 9.27 AH0524-a 87 2 7.34 26.29
00:39:18.55 +41:03:00.50 5.41 AM0464-a 87 2
J004058+410331 00:40:58.64 +41:03:31.90 1.90 AM0464-a 88 2 2.25 15.74
00:40:58.65 +41:03:33.00 2.61 AH0524-a 88 2
J004035+410453 00:40:35.47 +41:04:53.00 1.41 AM0464-a 89 2 1.39 1.81
00:40:35.58 +41:04:53.70 1.36 AH0524-a 89 2
J004013+410836 00:40:13.58 +41:08:36.80 28.27 AM0464-a 90 2 17.29 63.50
00:40:13.69 +41:08:36.59 6.31 AH0221-a 90 2
J004210+410225 00:42:10.29 +41:02:25.46 1.34 AB0679-b 91 4 1.50 32.44
00:42:10.34 +41:02:25.53 1.98 AH0221-a 91 4
00:42:10.35 +41:02:24.05 1.05 AB0491-a 91 4
00:42:10.48 +41:02:25.00 1.61 AM0464-a 91 4
J004339+412653* 00:43:39.09 +41:26:53.60 1.03 AB0647-b 92 3 2.57 59.97
00:43:39.20 +41:26:53.60 3.44 AH0221-a 92 3 8.07 0.65 -0.75
00:43:39.32 +41:26:53.80 3.25 AM0464-a 92 3
J004430+411554 00:44:30.19 +41:15:54.17 2.21 AH0221-a 93 2 2.20 0.68
00:44:30.25 +41:15:55.80 2.18 AM0464-a 93 2
J004205+404920 00:42:05.75 +40:49:20.90 1.47 AH0221-a 94 2 1.63 9.82 4.11 0.48 -0.61
00:42:05.76 +40:49:22.16 1.79 AB0491-a 94 2
J004413+411952 00:44:13.29 +41:19:52.63 1.26 AB0679-a 95 2 1.39 9.03
00:44:13.30 +41:19:51.26 1.51 AB0551-a 95 2
J004334+410955 00:43:34.53 +41:09:55.50 2.04 AB0679-a 96 3 2.05 3.25
00:43:34.58 +41:09:54.16 2.12 AB0551-a 96 3
00:43:34.65 +41:09:55.29 2.00 AB0679-b 96 3
J004210+410230 00:42:10.63 +41:02:30.14 1.27 AB0679-a 97 2 1.39 8.63
00:42:10.66 +41:02:30.32 1.51 AB0551-a 97 2
J004232+411143 00:42:32.90 +41:11:43.28 1.89 AH0221-a 98 4 1.43 32.40 4.76 0.53 -0.79
00:42:32.92 +41:11:44.93 0.97 AB0551-a 98 4
00:42:32.99 +41:11:45.06 1.38 AB0679-b 98 4
00:42:33.01 +41:11:45.24 1.47 AB0679-a 98 4
J004609+415441 00:46:09.56 +41:54:41.14 1.90 AB0647-a 99 2 3.12 39.20
00:46:09.65 +41:54:40.43 4.35 AH0221-a 99 2 8.63 0.68 -0.67
J004318+412421 00:43:18.44 +41:24:21.74 1.06 AB0679-a 100 2 0.98 8.72
00:43:18.53 +41:24:21.34 0.89 AB0679-b 100 2
J004249+412406* 00:42:49.13 +41:24:06.03 1.52 AB0679-a 101 2 1.52 0.33




















Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) Flux Project GroupID GroupSize Average Error GFlux GError Flux Alpha
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ (mJy) (mJy) (%) (mJy) (mJy)
00:42:49.14 +41:24:04.11 1.51 AB0679-b 101 2
J004309+411859 00:43:09.58 +41:18:59.94 1.22 AB0679-b 102 2 1.16 5.63
00:43:09.66 +41:18:59.82 1.09 AB0679-a 102 2
J004306+411915 00:43:06.58 +41:19:15.02 0.42 AB0679-b 103 2 0.46 9.68
00:43:06.64 +41:19:15.09 0.51 AB0679-a 103 2
J004358+411330* 00:43:58.04 +41:13:30.81 1.06 AB0679-b 104 2 1.25 15.20
00:43:58.10 +41:13:30.82 1.44 AB0679-a 104 2
J004240+411553 00:42:40.27 +41:15:53.48 0.72 AB0679-a 105 2 0.76 4.64
00:42:40.29 +41:15:53.14 0.79 AB0679-b 105 2
J004232+411331 00:42:32.21 +41:13:31.10 0.46 AB0679-a 106 2 0.48 4.17
00:42:32.25 +41:13:31.54 0.50 AB0679-b 106 2
J004247+410127 00:42:47.23 +41:01:27.08 1.63 AB0679-b 107 2 1.77 8.17
00:42:47.27 +41:01:26.98 1.92 AB0679-a 107 2
J004235+412118 00:42:35.00 +41:21:18.04 0.40 AB0679-b 108 2 0.42 3.61
00:42:35.17 +41:21:18.16 0.43 AB0679-a 108 2
J004221+411549 00:42:21.38 +41:15:49.71 0.48 AB0679-b 109 2 0.36 31.51
00:42:21.41 +41:15:49.51 0.25 AB0679-a 109 2
2
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UDK ...
Predstavǉamo verziju 2 naxeg kataloga
taqkastih radio-izvora u galaksiji M31 na
λ=20 cm (ν=1.4 GHz). Ukupno smo identi-
fikovali 916 diskretnih radio-objekata pozi-
cioniranih u poǉu M31. Uporeivaǌem
naxeg kataloga sa katalogom Gelfand et al.
(2004) na λ=92 cm, naxli smo 98 zajed-
niqkih objekata za koje smo izraqunali spek-
tralne indekse. Veina (73%) ovih objekata
ima spektralne indekse od α <–0.6, iz qega
sledi da je netermalna emisija dominantna
— tipiqno za pozadinske galaksije i os-
tatke supernovih. Takoe, istraжivali smo i
postajaǌe radio-detekcija za 156 poznatih os-
tataka supernovih detektovanih optiqkim pos-
matraǌimai i naxli smo 13 takvih objekata.
Uporeivaǌa sa dodatnim optiqkim, radio i
X-zraqnim katalozima ukazuju na malu popu-
laciju ostataka supernovih koji se mogu de-
tektovati na svim ovim frekvencijama.
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